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" Immunization to proceed as scheduled

Flu vaccine 'safe' despite deaths
Compiled by
Cindy Leise
The nationwide death toll of persons immunized against swine flu
has reached 11, but the director of
Wood County's immunization insists
the vaccine is safe and will be
distributed here early next month as
scheduled.
Although health officials in eight
states have suspended the immunization program, the Wood
County program director, Dr.
William D. Harm said no evidence
has been produced which directly
connects the deaths with the flu
vaccination.
He said the press has been overpublicizing the deaths and has not
revealed all of the facts.
HANN SAID that in normal over*
population of 100,000, about 10 persons would die of natural causes
every 24 hours. Because at least
100,000 people over 60 have been
immunized, Hann said the number of
deaths can be "justified."
"If you just left those people alone

about 10 would have died of natural
causes," he said.
"I would take the vaccine myself if
I was over60."he added.
The furor concerning the vaccinations began Tuesday when three
persons over 70, all with heart or lung
ailments, died after receiving the flu
shots. Several states and counties
suspended immunization programs
immediately.
A spokesman for the Ohio
Department of Health said that the
director and health department
officials were "unavailable for
comment."
HE SAID the state department of
health "has complete confidence in
the vaccine and will proceed as
scheduled in our immunization
program."
Hann said Wood County will begin
to distribute the "high risk" vaccinations next week to people over 60
or with chronic diseases.
Students who need the "high risk"
vaccine can be immunized every day
at the University Health Center
during the morning and afternoon.

Faculty in this category will be
vaccinated only in the morning.
Town schedules and locations can
be obtained from the Wood Couty
Health Department.
The general population, including
those between the ages of 3 and 60,
will be vaccinated Nov. 9-10.
Students and University faculty will
be given the normal vaccine in
Northeast Commons on these days.
There is no charge.
MANY HEALTH officials are
closing their immunization centers
without evidence that the flu vaccines are harmful, Hann said. He
said he believes this is being done in
many cases because the action is
"politically acceptable."
"They may be stopping the best
program against a flu epidemic in
U.S. history." he said.
i White House Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said he did not know the
President's reaction to the deaths,
according to Associated Press

reports. Nessen said Ford, 63, plans
to be vaccinated today.
Parke-Davis & Co. of Detroit, one
of four drug manufacturers
producing the vaccine, said
"Scientific evidence confirms that
the Parke-Davis influenza vaccine
could not have been responsible."
The company produced most of the
vaccine administered in the fatal
cases.
They said no adverse reaction was
reported in any of the 118,000 persons
vaccinated in tests.
HANN SAID that although he has
confidence in the final form of
vaccine administered, many
problems stopped and slowed its
production.
He said at one time the ParkeDavis & Co. chemists produced
"massive amounts of vaccine that
were (ineffective against the swine
flu."
He added, however, "If we can
save hundreds and thousands of lives
that might be lost in an epidemic, it
will be worth it."

L/PCAC seeks improved relations
By Dennis Sadowski
Staff Reporter
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Helen Jacobs, staff nurse from the Toledo Health Dept, demonstrates
the $1045 hypodermic injection apparatus used in Immunisation
against swine fin.

The University Poiice-Community
Advisory Committee (UPCAC)
decided to help improve relations
between University Police and the
campus community at its first
meeting yesterday.
One step toward this goal is a
program instituted this quarter in
which officers, patrol dormitories
throughout the day and night.
' The officers were instructed as to
what we expected from them," Lieut.
Roger A. Daoust said.

SGA, arbitration board conflict
Controversy has arisen over what
i may be contradictions. between the
University Student Code and the
Student Government Association
' (SGA) constitution regarding
• member selection for the Student
, Arbitration Board (SAB).
SAB has jurisdiction over students
i.' who violate the student code on
• University property.
The student code, written in 1971,
specifies that members of SAB are to
be appointed by the president of SGA
• and approved by a majority of its
. members.
The SGA constitutiton however,
deleted the article pertaining to the
- appointment of SAB members during
. former SGA President W. Randall
Haulaway's administration in hirere, when the student judicial process
• was separated fromSGA.

•
•
'
■
'
.
*'
.
'
'
•

SAB MEMBERS for this year
apparently have been appointed by
Personnel Board of Student Court
This system complies with the
present SGA constitution, but does
not correlate with the student code.
Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice provost
for student affairs, has recommended that an interim policy for the
appointment of SAB members be
instituted until the revised edition of
the student code takes effect winter
or spring quarter of this year.
Eakin has suggested that SGA
President William R Burris review
and recommend for approval the
members of SAB apponted by the
Personnel Board of Student Court
last year.
Burris said he agrees with Eakin's
suggestion and is planning to bring

the names of SAB members up for
approval at Monday's SGA meeting.
"ACCORDINGto the SGA constitution, the SAB is legally in
business, but with this action, they
will be legal with the student code,"
Burris said.
Richard A. Edwards, vice
president and assistant to the
president, said he does not know
which document-the SGA constitution or the student code-has
more authority in the situation.
"I was not even aware that there
was a commonality between the two
documents," he said.
Edwards said he would have to
concur with Eakin's judgment on the
interim measure and would discuss
the problem with Eakins and Burris.
Although SAB has jurisdiction over
students violating the student codeon
University property, it has no

authority if police are called to investigate the matter.
"Sometimes a complainant or a
witness in a case is reluctant to call
in the police in the matter and will
then turn to SAB for justice," Derek
Dickinson, director of standards and
procedures, explained.
"SAB only has the power of
recommendations in sentencing. I
make the final judgment." he said
RECOMMENDATIONS
of
suspension, probation, warning and
restitution can be handed down by
SAB members. They can also
dismiss a case for lack of evidence.
He said that in the six years he has
been with the University he has only
changed one or two recommendations handed down by SAB.
A student can also appeal the
decision of SAB to the Student
Appeals Board.

Weather
Partly cloudy and cooler today,
high in the tower to middle 60s.
Fair tonight, low In the lower 40s.
Mostly sunny and warmer
tomorrow. High7»to75. Chance
* of rain 20 per cent today and 10
per cent tonight

Sorting through the keys to every budding on campus te one of
(he tasks JoAnne Botten imnVrtabt at her job aa assistant
dtartoroftheUiih'enity'snkrBVcalpaut Be sure to read the
story on page 4.

THE OFFICERS were told not to
enter student rooms unless invited
under the principle that a dorm room
is the same as a private home, he
said.
"Our crime appears to be
decreased in the dorms" he said,
adding however, that no statistics
are available to prove that point.
Daoust said it is still too early to
evaluate the program.
"In Kohl Hall I haven't heard any
complaints," Kohl hall director Ted
D.Shobesaid.
' 'We're not out there (in the dorms)
looking for marijuana violators.
We're looking for trespassers, theft
and vandalism," Dale F. Shaffer,
director of University Police said.
BUT DAOUST said that, contrary

to a story in the News, drug arrests
will be made when the situation
warrants.
Several committee members
encouraged students to show interest
in the University Police, as they will
be making an effort to talk with
students as they patrol.
"I'd like to have those 3,500 people
(freshmen) to stop in and talk with
us."'Daoust said. "Education Li the
problem."
Other programs underway to help
police-community relations are
Operation Identification, bicycle
registration and a lock-up program,
he said.
Rev. Eugene A. Keil of the United
Christian Fellowshlpr
(UCF)
suggested "creating an environment
where the students and officers
might meet each other where the
officer is not an authority, to get
around stereotyping" of police officers.

"Anything we can do to reinforce
the positive is going to help," Dr.
Thomas D. Klein, assistant professor
of English, said.
THE KEY, Daoust said, is to
communicate to dormitory staff
members that the police are
protecting students.
He suggested getting Student
Government Association (SGA) and
UCF involved with the committee to
"get a program rolling" to improve
relations.
In other business, Klein was
replaced by Donald A. Brown,
graduate student representative, as
chairman of the committee.
Brown said he would like to see a
sub-committee formed to look into
alternatives to police firearms. He
stressed that he did not mean
replacing the firearms, but "to find a
reasonable, practical alternative to
firearms."

Academic Council discusses
library hours, semester system
Library hours and a change from
academic quarters to semesters
were two issues discussed at this
year's first Academic Council
meeting Wednesday, but no action
wastaken.
"What's happening in the library
visibly is what's happening in every
other area invisibly," said Dr.
Kenneth W. Rothe, University
provost and council chairman in
response to a graduate student's
concern about the cut in library
hours. It was mentioned at the
meeting that an additional $55,000
was allocated to the library, which
used the income for acquisition of
materials rather than boosting the
employment budget.
ANOTHER concern expressed was
that some faculty members still have
books loaned to them by the library
years ago. Council discussed efforts
to enforce penalties for this practice.
Rothe said he will obtain information from Miami University
(presently on the semester system)
about the pros and cons of that
academic system calendar.
Discussion of the calendar will
continue at the next meeting.
There was general agreement that
such a change would have little
student support, but that as long as
two options are available, there will
be some support for each method.
The Committee on Program
Evaluation (COPE) will continue to
assist departments in making a
report on their programs, Rothe said.
COPE was initiated one and a half

years ago "to amplify and replace
the quadrennial review mandated in
the (academic) charter for departments," he said
HE SAD) about seven departments, including philosophy, legal
studies, geography and physics,
responded with reports last year.
About 12 other departments will be
studying their programs this year
and present reports in the spring, he
added. Reports will go to the dean's
council for review to help set goals

for the next four years, Rothe said.
Also, COPE information will be
extremely useful in determing
where additional dollars can best be
spent in the event of a tight budget,
he added.
In other business. Dr. Fred E.
Williams, chairman of library and
educational media, was elected vice
chairman of Academic Council and
Dr. Albert Dimmit, assistant dean at
the Fire lands campus, was approved
as Firelands dean representative.

Ford renews revenue sharing
By The Associated Press
President Ford had the campiagn
stump all to himself yesterday as he
signed the renewal of federal
revenue sharing and attacked
Jimmy Carter's economics. He
toured middle-class areas around
New York City while the other
candidate stayed home.
Carrying familiar themes to new
platforms in half a dozen New York
and New Jersey cities, Ford treated
his audience to a catalogue of what
he called Carter's contradictions on
tax and economic issues.
He picked Yonkers, N.Y., a
financially distressed city with a
Republican mayor, in which to sign
the 45-month revenue sharing extension that will provide states and
cities with 25.5 billion.
AT THE SIGNING ceremony in
Yonkers, Ford said Democrats in

Congress has balked at renewing
revenue sharing and that Carter
wants to alter the program
Unlike most other federal aid
programs,
revenue
sharing
programs provides money that stales
and cities can spend on virtually
whatever they choose. "That means
you in Yonkers, you in Westchester
County will be making decisions
rather than some bureaucrat on the
banks of the Potomac," Ford said.
The President said Carter has
called revenue sharing "a big hoax
and a mistake."
"But he (Carter) apparently had
no trouble finding uses for the $140
million in general revenue sharing
funds that came to Georgia during
his one term as governor of that
state," Ford said. "He didn't send a
single penny of that big hoax revenue
sharing back to Washington during
those four yean."

opinion
reject injections
Swine flu inoculations are scheduled to begin in Bowling Creen next
week, even though the vaccinations have not been proven safe. This is
a mistake
At least 10 deaths have resulted from side effects of the shots, including some as close as Pittsburgh
These patients' deaths already have led state officials to suspend
swine flu shots in Texas. Wisconsin, Louisiana. Vermont, Alaska.
Maine. New Mexico and Illinois (except for Chicago) and the Pittsburgh
area F ive other states are considering similiar action
Despite the much-discussed dangers and precautions which have
been given considerable play in the media in the past few months, the
shots in Ohio will be given like nothing happened.
Swine flu is a serious disease, which can cause unexpected death, but
it is much better to be sure the vaccine for the disease itself is safe.
tven prior to the recent deaths, tests demonstrated that the
inoculations could induce other viruses, as well as sore throats, dizziness and additional minor health problems It shouldn't be given until
medical experts can assure recipients the vaccine is safe and effective
Too much caution can never be taken when considering human life.
Postpone the shots The "ounce of prevention" could be more fatal
than the disease

successful program
The Senior Adult Grants for Education (SACE) program, offered at the
University for the first time this year.is a meritorious project designed to
help senior < iti/ens in the community improve themselves
Under the plan, people between 60 and 74 years old can enroll in
classes with extra space free of charge
By allowing universities to institute the program, the state legislature
is helping elderly < iti/ens make good use of time which otherwise might
be wasted and empty
The students in t lasses with SACE participants benefit too because
these SACE students often can relate classroom principles to experiences most people in their teens or early twenties haven't been able
to encounter
Because the room these senior adults take up in classrooms would
have gone unused anyway, no one loses in the deal.
The SACE program is a commendable idea whose time had comemore programs like it should be considered.

'judgment is founded on truth...'

statements make poland free
WASHINGTON-Probably the
country most affected by last week's
presidential debates was Poland.
President Ford in his starting
statement on Russian influence in
Eastern Europe said, among other
things, that Poland was not
dominated by the Soviet Union and
would remain free as long as he was
President.
The Polish people received the
news with joy, and a friend in
Warsaw told me on the telephone it
has changed their lives overnight.
AS SOON as I heard the news I
called my friend Woljijowicz in
Warsaw. (This is not his real name
as I don't want to get him in trouble.)
He told me, "This has been a great
week for us. The day my brother-inlaw Simcowitz heard the news we
were free he drank half a bottle of
Vodka and went out in the street and
told a Russian soldier to get the hell
out of the country."
"That's wonderful," I said. "Let
me speak with Simcowitz."
"You can't. He was hauled off to
Jail for insulting a foreign tourist."
"That's too bad," I said.
"ITS THE price you have to pay
for being in a free country,"
Woljijowicz said.
'My friend
Bedicovicz wrote an editorial in the
newspaper, Red Truth, pointing out
that Simcowitz should not have been
arrested because, according to Mr.
Ford, Poland was an independent,
autonomous nation."
"I'll bet Bedicovicz got a good
reaction to the editorial."
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is politics a family affair?
By Joseph F.Wolletn
Editor
It seems like everyone wants the
spotlight in the center of the ring of
the political circus this year.
Not only have the major candidates been campaigning for
election, but all the friends and
relatives are out in force as well. We
have had our share of politicos
visiting Bowling Green, but where
can we draw the line ?
Last spring, U.S. Rep. Morris K.
Udall campaigned here, as did Jack
Ford, Rosalynn Carter and even the
President. Not bad for a small city in
the middle of cornfields. Yet when we
start getting people like Bambi
Udall, Mo's daughter and Jimmy
Carter's aunt, one wonders what is
happening to the campaign.
Suddenly, everyone who knows a
political celebrity becomes a
political celebrity too. Who knows,
maybe Carter's cousin Cindy Lou and
nephew Jim-Bob are on the campaign trail, telling the world what a
great relative Jimmy is. Maybe
liberty is out canvassing kennels
attempting to capture the canine
vote. Very nice gestures, but what
good are they?
MY POINT is this: How well do
these people know the candidates?
Well enough to accurately represent
their positions on issues of importance to the American populace?
I doubt it
When Aunt Sissy was here earlier
this week, she told the class she
spoke to that Jimmy was her favorite

nephew and she was his favorite
aunt. Carter's mother, Miss Lillian,
has been interviewed countless
times, saying Jimmy was such a
good child, never provoking his
parents to paddle him.
Even little Amy Carter and her
lemonade stand get attention, with
the cute eight-year-old telling the
world she wants Daddy to be
president. Imagine that-so much
exposure on a lemonade stand when
a third-party candidate, Gene
McCarthy, only was recognized as a
major candidate last week by the
Congressional committee which
grants Secret Service protection.
And he's still fighting for TV airtime.
It's conceivable that what Aunt
Sissy and Miss Lillian say is true.
Maybe Jimmy never deserved to be
spanked, maybe he was a favorite
nephew, but why does that make htm
qualified to be president?
A CANDIDATE'S relatives and
friends don't know the person's
philosophies, feelings and positions
on issues well enough to expound on
those positions to the public.
Think about it How well do your
relatives know you? How well do you
know them? If your uncle was running for office, would you conscientiously be able to represent
what he stands for? If you were
running for office, would your
relatives really know how you stood
on issues? Probably not
When you are weighing the
qualities of a president in an effort to
decide who to cast your vote for, keep
in mind the sources of your information. Your mom would

probably give you a good recommendation. So would your aunt or
your eight-year-old kid.
America does not need a good
nephew or a father image, as Ford
has been portrayed. We need a strong
leader who can lead the country out
of its post-Watergate problems and
cynicism, someone who will not be
afraid to represent the American
people.
When we put someone in the
spotlight let's make sure we put up
the right person.

let's hear from you
The News welcomes
opinion from its readers la
the form of letters to the
editor which comment on
published columns, editorial
policy or any topic of interest
All letters should be
typewritten and triple
spaced. They most be signed
and the author's address and
telephone number must be
included for verification.
Letters can be sent to:
Letters To the Editor, The BG
News, 106 University Hall.
The News reserves the
right to reject any letters if
they are deemed in bad taste
or malicious. No personal
attacks or name-calling will
be published.
Readers wishing to submit
guest columns should follow a
similar procedure.
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"I don't know. I haven't seen him
since. They closed up his newspaper
and took him off to the Ministry of
Interior for questioning."
"I'm sorry to hear that"
"His wife hired a lawyer but the
Minister of the Interior denied he had
ever heard of Bedicovicz.
He
referred the lawyer to the Soviet
Consulate for any information."
"WHAT DID the Soviet Consulate
say?"

"They said the Polish lawyer should
be in an insane asylum and referred
him back to the Minister of the
Interior."
"What did the minister say?"
"He put the lawyer in an asylum
for his own good."
"That's terrible."
Woljijowicz said, "When the other
lawyers in Warsaw heard about it
they petitioned the chairman of the
Communist Parry to have their
colleague released from the
asylum."
"AND HE released him? " I asked.
'No, he tore up the petition and
warned them that if they kept up
their agitation the Soviets would
demand that they all be sent to
asylums too."
"That's terrible," I said.
"Living in a free country doesn't
mean you can yell 'Soviet pig' in a
crowded movie theater."

"Did anyone yell •Soviet pig' in a
movie theater?"
"A SOVIET political attache said
someone did, arid he warned the
chairman of the Polish Communist
Party that if he heard it again
Moscow would have to take drastic
steps to protect its friendship with
the Polish people."
"I don't see why the Soviets should
take umbrage since Poland is not in
the Russian sphere of influence."
"That's what Aronowicz said in a
poem he read in front of the Soviet
War Memorial yesterday."
"I never heard of Aronowicz."
"NEITHER HAS las family since
he read the poem Listen, I have to go
now. There's someone knocking on
the door."
"Are you expecting anyone?"
"At three o'clock in the rnorning?"

police serve useful purpose
Rick Link
138 Ada
Guest Columnist
Bigotry is alive and well today
because of ignorance. Ignorance
comes about from a failure to learn
the facts or from receiving false
information So, what? Well. I felt
compelled to say that, in light of a
letter written to The BG News last
week concerning the campus police
by a Mr. Ed Morris of the English
Department.
I read the News daily and
especially the letters within it They
function as a good barometer of
student sentiment on the issues.
Sometimes they're ridiculous.

and of that 1,322,342 were cleared or
solved, giving a 26 per cent effectiveness. 1974-75 saw that percentage at 20 per cent and 1973-74 the
figure figure was 13 per cent. The
national average for crime clearance
involving theft was 16 per cent last
year. Compare 26 per cent and 18 per
cent Granted, it could be higher, but
in light of the national average, it is
not bad. Incidently, a very substantial number of thefts occured in
dorms because doors were left
unlocked or open and that type of
crime is extremely difficult to solve.

MR. MORRIS' letter inspired rage
within me because I disagree
vehemently with what he says and
also the emotion of sadness-a sadness that maybe be really believes
what he said.

LAST YEAR, 81 outsiders were
arrested on campus and charged on
criminal complaints. Those weren't
well-meaning college students, Mr.
Morris, but people from the real
world. Do you expect a student
working part time and unarmed to
convince someone who's in the
process of stealing a car to give
himself up?

When a person goes public with his
judgments and feelings, he is
responsible to find out what the facts
are concerning what he talks about
What I saw in Mr. Morris' letter was
vacuous hysteria, a fondness for 1960ish euphemisms, equation of nonrelating subjects, and a general lack
of perspective on reality.
The day I read Mr. Morris'letter, I
made an appointment with Dale
Shaffer, the director of the
University Police Department to get
some information about the
organization, its functions and its
effectiveness.

If we didn't have University Police,
how much higher would that 81
person figure go? Last year over
$93,000 worth of property was stolen
on campus and over $34,000 of it was
recovered. What does the recovery
of stolen property involve? Could a
student do it?
This brings up the handgun issue.
Should the University Police carry
them? After all, in the last five years
they haven't discharged their guns
once on campus. If they haven't used
them, why even carry them? Mr.
Shaffer used an analogy that
satisfied that question for me.

LET ME say now that I'm not a
member of the John Birch Society,
the National Rifle Association or
subscribe to the motto "America,
love it or leave it" I'm just your
very basic BGSU college student who
wanted a few facts, so he could make
up his own mind and draw a few sane
conclusions.
In 1971, upon the arrival of Dale
Shaffer, now director for the
organization, campus police had
more of a security function than
anything else. Their duties consisted
of mainly locking and unlocking
buildings, making the rounds on
campus, handling traffic, parking
and issuing traffic summons. In
short, they served as a guard force.

In effect he said that a person takes
out life insurance, but hopes he never
needs it. The same goes for armed
police.

Since 1971, the emphasis has
shifted from that guard force concept
to one of true police functions,
Security entails the protection of
property whereas police work entails
the protection of lives and property.
University Police patrol and investigate criminal and non-criminal
complaints, recover stolen property,
keep records of all complaints, have
a crime prevention program and
provide security at special events.
ALSO, SINCE 1971, parking services have been separate from the
University Policy because of the
change in emphasis from traffic and
narking to more police-related activities.
Okay, we know what they do, howi
effective are they at what they do?
The following statistics are found in
the University Police Annual Report
for 1975-1976. This report is a matter
of public record-meaning anyone
can go in and ask to read it.
During the 1975-76 school year,
1,32 criminal complaints were made

SECONDARY TO that, the mere
presence of an armed officer is
deterrent enough for many criminal
activities. It's my feeling that in
present day society, what the police
do, require the use of guns. That is a

fact of life, maybe not a pleasant one,
but a realistic one.
Aside from their official duties
they do a great deal that students
never see. For instance, in the month
of September of this year, they
helped unlock the cars of 27 people
who locked their keys in, aided 414
visitors to the campus, made 53 bank
escorts, and administered first aid
numerous times.
Mr. Morris said that we have "no
control over them, we can't prescribe
their duties, judge or punish them"
There are Police Community
Relations meetings held regularly to
get feedback from the campus
community on their feelings and
needs. I suggest attending one of
them if you are experiencing feelings
of "powerlessness" or even if you
aren't
i

- IF ONE can look past the image of
the prison guard or six-gun
desparado that Mr. Morris would,
have us believe campus police to be,
we might see an individual who is
more sensitive to campus needs and
more tolerant than a city-police
officer could afford to be. Why,
because we're more of a
homogeneous group than the town
and so special considerations are
made for the students.
As far as personal feelings go, I
can't and don't agree with all the
actions that the University Police
have undertaken and where they are
wrong, they should be answerable for
those mistakes. No one is above that.
I also feel that inspite of their
failings, they serve a very needed
function, a function that lately has
fewer rewards than what is used toin
terms of public support
What they do in the lines of service
and protection, I'm damned grateful
for and if I wont be criticized too
much for saying this, I'll even admit
that certain members of their kind, I
find likeable from time to time.
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Day in Review
From Associated Press Reports
AN AMERICAN cargo Jet crashed
yesterday near the Bolivian city of
Santa Cruz, killing all three crewmen
aboard and an undetermined number of
persons on the ground, the Bolivian chril
aeronautics office reported.
The Bolivian radio station
Panamericana said more than 100
persons were killed, but the civil
aeronautics office said it had no figures.
"Informally we know that several
persons on the ground perished when
the plane made impact," the spokesman
said.
A spokesman for the office in La Pat
said the plane was a Boeing 707 that had
brought merchandise to Santa Cruz,
about 350 miles southeast of La Paz. He
said it was taking off empty on a return
trip to Miami, Fla., when the accident
occurred. •
WHITE COMMUNITIES should not
have to help low-income blacks move
into the neighborhood, a Chicago suburb
argued in one of two discrimination
cases heard by the Supreme Court
yesterday.
In the other case, a nationwide
electrical firm defended itself against
charges that it has discriminated
against women by excluding pregnancy
from sick pay.
Decisions in the two cases, expected
early next year, could have far-reaching
effects on suburban areas now closed to
integrated housing and on the treatment
of pregnant women by employers.
The Chicago suburb of Arlington
Heights appealed a decision of the 7th
Circuit Court of Appeals that the
village's
board
of
trustees
discriminated against blacks by
refusing to rezone 15 acres of land for a
low-income housing project.
GEORGE WASHINGTON was given a
military promotion yesterday by a bill
signed into a law yesterday by
President Ford.
Ford, without ceremony or comment,
yesterday signed the bill giving
Washington the rank of "General of the
Armies of the United States," a rank
which only Gen. John Pershing has been
given heretofore.
- i The promotion for Washington, who
died 177 years ago, is retroactive to July
4.
There was bickering in the House two
months ago when the legislation came
up.
The bill's chief sponsor, Rep. Mario
Biaggi i D-N.Y.) said that Washington's
rank had only been lieutenant general.
"Today, scores of military men outrank
George Washington, a fact of history
which at long last must be corrected,"
Biaggi said.
The rank has been accorded by
Congress once before, to Pershing after
World War I. Eight others have been
given the rank of General of the ArmyRep. Lucien Nedzi (D-Mich.)
ridiculed the idea. "It's like having the
Pope offer to make Christ a cardinal,"
he said.
THE NEW PACKAGE of arms aid
being arranged for Israel includes a
tactical weapon used by the United
States in Southeast Asia called the CBU•f or cluster bomb units.
It was learned yesterday that the
CBU55 weapon will be provided Israel
along with several other types of arms,
including, as previously disclosed, a
missile guidance system that uses infrared rays to find targets.
The CBU is used primarily against
tactical targets such as truck and
petroleum depots and masses of tanks.
For instance, the United States used
CBUs in the early 1970B to dear
helicopter landing zones in Southeast
Asia.
Basically, a CBU sets off a concussive
effect on a target that crushes any
objecHn the area.
FLOOD WATERS sloshed around St.
Mark's Square in Venice, Italy
yesterday in a grim reminder to
Venetians of how little has been done to
protect the lagoon city that suffered its
worst flood 10 years ago.
Sirens wailed at dawn for the first
time this year to alert the 60,000
residents of the city's historic center of
approaching "high water."
The gray and odorous lagoon swelled
to a peak of 3 4 feet above average level,
flooding historic sites as well as homes
of many poor Venetians in buildings
noted for their age bat lacking
protection against "the plague that
comes from the sea," as residents call
the floods.
The flood resulted from a combination
of rainstorms and a sirocco wind that
blew for five days, virtually sealing the
channels through which the lagoon
discharges into the Adriatic Sea.

PART OF THE REAL thing will be
missing for future visitors to the
Acropolis. In place of many of the 2,500year-otd statues from Greece's Golden
Age will be brand-new, British made
copies.
The statues themselves, including
such familiar ones as the maidens of the
Karyates Temple, are going to be
tucked away in a museum to protect
them from pollution.
Constantine Tripanis, minister of
culture and sciences, announced
yesterday the plan to substitute marble
copies for the originals. He said it is
part of a $2 million project to protect or
restore Greece's archeological remains.
The finely engraved, sculptured
works at the Acropolis were found to be
eroded in a recent study by the U.N.
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization and the Greek government. The study concluded that the
monuments have suffered more from
pollution alone in the last 40 years than
from all damage received during the
past four centuries.
TAKING THE PILL has no apparent
effect on which sex children will turn out
to be, even though earlier reports said
women who use oral contraceptives are
more apt to have girls.
Harvard researchers say they found
that of 6,109 children bom to Boston
area women who took the pill, the babies
were divided almost evenly between
boys and girls.
Their findings contradict a widely
publicized report two years ago by a
team of Hungarian doctors.
The Hungarians said that of 560 infants bom to women who had taken the
pill, 46 per cent were male. And of the
170 babies bom to women who had been
on the pill more than two years, only 34
per cent were boys
MORE WOMEN are demanding
hysterectomies as a means of
sterilization even though the operation
means greater risks than the tying of
the Fallopian tubes, the usual method,
physicians said yesterday.
This increased demand poses a
problem for physicians, who are trained
to remove the uterus only If disease is
present, they said at the clinical
congress of the American College of
Surgeons.
Sterilization of women usually is
achieved by tubal ligation. the tying of
the Fallopian tubes-a relatively simple
procedure.
Hysterectomy to achieve sterilization
has been likened to "cracking walnuts
with a sledge hammer" in that it is
excessive for that purpose, said Dr.
Dale Dunniho, an obstetriciangynecologist at Keesler Air Force Base,
Miss.
But, he said, if one doctor wiD not do it
for a woman "another one down the
street wilL"
DON'T EXPECT to see a budding
George C. Scott when Muhammad All
makes his film debut next year. But
take it from those who know-portraying
himself, Ali will be "The Greatest."
"For his own life, who could play it
better?" asked Ernest Borgnine, who
plays fight trainer Angelo Dundee in the
$5 million production.
Director Tom Cries, who has won
several Emmys for television
productions, said that in the first scenes,
"Ali was low key; Ali as we know him.
He was doing what I was lotting for him
to do-not to act, but to do simply as Ali
would do."
The movie, to trace Ali's career up to
the 1974 fight in Zaire when he regained
the title from George Foreman, is to be
distributed worldwide.
Columbia
Pictures feels Ali's name alone will sell
tickets.
PRESIDENT FORD had twice as
much campaign money left to spend in
the last five weeks before the election as
Jimmy Carter, according to finance
reports made public yesterday.
Through Sept. 30, Ford had spent only
$3.5 million of the $218 million he is
allowed to speno i * yv '■'"■•ion
under federal law. Carter, however,
had spent $12.5 million of his identical
allotment
That left Ford with $18.3 million
spending room campared to $9.3 million
for Carter-an edge that could B ove
critical in the final ''ays of advertising
blitzes and other last-minute efforts to
win what is regarded as a close election
Nov. 2.
Hooter, the reports filed with the
Fedeia Election Commission do not
show whether, for example, Carter may
have already spent money for media
advertisements which have yet to appear, or whether Ford may have
already incurred obligations for which
bills had not yet been received.

Jobs make credit easier to get
By Dorothea Barter
"Get a jcb" is not only
the refrain sung by The
Silhouettes in 1958 and
worried seniors every
spring-it's also the most
essential element for a
student to establish credit,
according to most city
merchants,
and
BankAmericard and
Master
Charge
spokesmen
An allowance from
parents usually is not
sufficient
to
prove
adequate income, according to June Carey,
credit clerk at Sears,
Roebuck & Co., 149 N. Main
SL A credit card applicant
must have an independent
income or credit is set
extended, she said.
Carey said if credit is
extended, the store will

attempt to limit the BankAmericard's credit
amount of purchases which regulations, according to
can be charged, according Karen Godfrey, collections
to the applicant's income.
clerk.
SEARS WILL honor a GODFREYsaid it is illegal
parent's credit card if the to discriminate against
holder has authorized its students, under both Ohio
use by the student.
and federal law. Students
Master Charge policy may, however, be subject
simply requires an ap- to limitations on the
plicant prove full-time amount of credit they are
employment.
eligible to receive.
Proof of employment
Uhlman's
Ladies
also is required by the J.C. Apparel, 101 S. Main St,
Penney Co., 136S. Main St. places a $50 limit on
The chances of receiving student accounts.
credit there are "very
UiSalle's, 139 S. Main
slim' unless the applicant St., has a $100 credit limit
holds a job, according to for students. The store will
Nancy Vermilya, super- issue a credit card to
visor trainee.
students holding only a
BankAmericard will current student validation
extend credit to the jobless and ID card. This policy
if a cosigner or parent will has not caused credit
guarantee payment.
problems according to T.
However, the cosigner Otley, office manager.
must
meet
"We don't have any

trouble
with
them
(students). If they miss
one or two payments, they
are notified and can't use
the account. They're no
worse than anyone else,"
Otley said
Rob Constien, Master
Charge manager at MidAmerican National Bank &
Trust Company, 222 S.
Main St., said it is easy to
get behind in credit
payments while in school.
When a card holder goes
from store to store
charging the limit of his
credit, it is a warning to the
bank's credit department.
'WE TRY to work with
them and get them in line,"
Constien said of delinquent
accounts. The bank, he
added, has problems with
any transient population.
Because students are

often classified as transients, as are other mobile
groups like the military,
most stores consider
established credit important. This condition is
often difficult for students
to meet.
Constien said anyone can
establish limited credit by
having an account with a
bank, taking out a small
loan and repaying it
promptly.
He also stressed the
importance of filling out
credit applications completely and accurately,
explaining that partially
filled out applications may
be discarded.
Although credit can be
convenient it has a price.
Usual credit charges are
1.5 cent a month on the
unpaid balance or 18 per
cent a year.

University unconcerned about gas cut
By Chelle Mot-lure
The
University's
allocation of natural gas
has been cut by 40 percent
by the Columbia Gas Co.,
according to Charles L
Codding, director of the
University physical plant.

However, this cut will
not affect the University at
all, he said.
"This is partially due to
the
tremendous
cooperation of the BGSU
student body," Codding
said
"We are so far under our

gas consumption allotment
that we're not concerned
with this allocation cut
from the gas company," he
said.
Robert J. McGeein,
director of facilities and
energy planning also said
the cut would not create

anv problems.
"ITS ALSO important
that everyone realize that
the energy program is not
going to go away. Control
of cost and energy usage
will continue to be an
important part of the
program," he said.
The program avoided
$440,000 in costs last year,
he said
He attributes this saving
prostitution by Dayton police.
The football coaches were returning to adjusted illumination
from a Mid-American Conference meeting levels of the lighting
campus wide, changed
in Oxford when the arrests occurred.
The request to enter a plea and have a methods of operation in
trial date set was made after three heating and ventilation
previous continuances had been granted. systems and more elecThe three men are the last of the 49 trical appliances being put
on the System 7 Computer.
charged to enter a plea.
The System 7 Computer
Soliciting for prostitution is a third is an energy management
degree misdemeanor and carries a device which monitors and
energy-using
maximum penalty of 60 days in jail and a controls
machines
on
campus.
$500 fine.
■

BG coaches plead innocent
Three University assistant football
coaches charged with soliciting
prostitution pleaded innocent Tuesday in
Dayton Municipal Court. No trial date has
been set pending scheduling by the Dayton
Clerk of Courts.
Coaches Carl R Battershell, Dale L.
Strahm and Mike Jacobs appeared with
their lawyer, James P. Rion of Dayton,,
entered their plea and requested a trial
date be set.
The three coaches were among 63 persons arrested and 49 charged May 20 in an
apparent four-night crackdown on

V

MONTY'S BEAUTY SALON

PUT YOUR PLANS IN OUR HANDS
TICKETS »miBS* CBUISES
ALL TRAVflfJKBERVATIONS
c

In addition to 50
buildings and 350 devices
such as heat pumps and air
conditioners, the System 7
Computer also controls
steam to individual
buildings this year, Frank
L. Finch, energy system
supervisor, said.
"A POTENTIAL for
saving (energy) that is yet
relatively untapped lies in
individual behavior."said
McGeein.
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UAO backpack weekend offered
By Bill Fink
Outdoors Column
Almost every college
student has "one of those
weeks." You know, the
kind where you sleep
through an exam which
can't be made-up; your car
breaks down and it's going
to cost $300 to fix and your
roommate sets your
apartment on fire. And it's
only Monday.
Well, instead of packing
your suitcase and heading
to a downtown bar for the
weekend, the Union
Activities Organization
(UAO) has another
solution-packing your
backpack for the first "Get
Away From It All
Weekend"
UAO's
Outdoor
Recreation Committee is
sponsoring a weekend
backpack trip Oct. 23-24
along the Zaleski Trail in
southern Ohio.

Woman helps direct University plant
ByChelieMcaare
The only woman in the United States to hold the position
of assistant director of a physical plant in a major
university works here.
"I love it. I wouldn't do anything else," said JoAnne
Bolten, assistant director of the University physical
plant.
She began at the plant as a secretary, moved into the
administrative assistant position and then she just "fell
into" the assistant plant director position, she said.
IF A MOTOR bums out in the MathScience Building or
a pipe bursts in Moseley Hall, Bolten said she knows what
todo and how to do it, even though she's not the one who
actually makes the repairs.
Her other duties include budgeting, managing the office, and taking charge when Director Charles L. Codding
is gone.
She said she is not a "women's libber" but encourages
other women to pursue the career of their choice.
"I'm not the type to sit at home and cook, sew and
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3l3«56-3973

gossip on the phone all day. I'd rather be doing
something constructive, " Bolten said, admitting that
those activities may seem constructive to some women
"It's really fun and my duties are extremely versatile," she said, adding that she has to be able to work
with men and' 'talk their language."

THE $8.50 fee for the trip
includes
bus
transportation and a meal on
the trail Saturday morning. Hikers will leave
Bowling Green at 7 a.m.

BEIRUT, Lebanon i Al')-A Syrian armored brigade
battered Palestinian
guerrilla and leftist
Lebanese positions outside
Beirut in a two-pronged
offensive yesterday that
upset Arab League efforts
for peace.
The assault on the ap-

proaches to Beirut, behind
a heavy artillery and
rocket barrage, came 24
hours after Syrian forces
moved
against
the
southern port city of Sidon.
The guerrillas and leftists held to their forward
positions at Bhamdoun, a
mountain resort town 12

miles east of the capital,
resisting Syrian tank
assaults from three
directions.
THE PALESTINIAN
guerrilla commander at
Bhamdoun said the
Syrians are trying to push
through to Beirut before an
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ENOUGH IS ENOUGH
ARE YOU AWARE
Fact: During the last four years the county commissioner
spent $80,000 to construct an animal shelter which
WAS NEEDED in wood county. However, during
the same period of time, due to the lack of leader
ship on the part of the commissioners,Wood County
COULD NOT provide enough money to give the
people a quality Emergency Medical Service. In an
effort to protect themselves, many communities
who could afford it were forced to purchase ambulances on their own and WITHOUT any of the state
funding that was available.

MO

Gear* iveryda/ Pnr»

1.59

I Polaroid Camera
Super Shooter

Mlgr 4 Lid Price

22.99

QUESTION: Does the county
commissioners responsibilities
to the ANIMALS in our county have
priority over the PEOPLES need for a
qualityEmergency MedicalAmbulanc
Service?

A VOTE FOR DON ZISS
IS A STEP IN
THE RIGHT DIRECTION

Representing the state
were City Prosecutor
Robert Harms and Wildlife
District Law Supervisor
Gil Palmer. The defendarrt. who admitted getting
the draft card from his
friend to purchase beer at
taverns that questioned his
age, was given a
suspended 30-day jail
sentence, placed on
probation for three years
and fined the $350 plus
court costs.

Local Briefs
Socialist speaker
Melissa Singler, the Socialist Workers Party candidate for the U. S. Senate, will speak at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Alumni Lounge, Union The meeting
is open to the public.

Lot 14 parking
Parking lot 14, located next to Anderson Arena, will
be reserved from 5-8 p.m. tonight for parking for the
basketball game between the Cleveland Cavaliers and
the Detroit Pistons. When the game begins, the old
regulations will be in effect
This procedure will be in effect for all home
basketball games this year.

Oktoberfest
German food, beer and polka dancing will highlight
the fourth annual Oktoberfest to be held Saturday Oct.
30 in the Grand Ballroom, Union.
The Harold Mitas Polka Band from Frankenmuth.
Mich will be the featured attraction. The faculty
barbershop quartet, clarinetist Ed Marks, the
University Men's Chorus and Res and Linda Eikum
also will perform. Curtain times are scheduled for 5
and 9 p.m.
Admission will be $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for
students. Tickets may be purchased at the door or in
advance from area shops or the College of Musical
Arts.

SPJ membership
Interested students may pick up applications for the
Society of Professional Journalists (Sigma Delta Chi)
from any officer or from the School of Journalism
office. Applicants must be of sophomore, junior or
senior standing and have at feast a 2.25 grade point
average.

Board applications

Mlgr s Lltl Price

MagiCubes

Aley and Bhamdoun are
the last positions held by
guerrillas and leftists on
the key Beirut-Damascus
highway.

• limited to 1st 100 couples

ISSUE: Dogs vs. People
292

Arab summit meeting
scheduled for Oct. 18 in
Cairo. "They will try and
finish us in five days," he
said, "but they will fail."

The Syrian attack
scuttled peace talks
scheduled for yesterday
among Syria, Lebanon and
the guerrillas. The Arab
League mediator, who had
said the session might
result in announcement of
a cease-fire in Lebanon's
18-month civil war, announced the talks were
postponed indefinitely.

Mlgr s List Price
3.25
Groyi rvejrydoy Pttte

day angler and hell tell
you how expensive fishing
is getting to be these days.
A Toledo fisherman went
on a fishing trip last month
which cost him $350-plus
court costs.
The man was fishing in
the Maumee River when he
was approached by Game
Protector Dan Forster who
asked to see his fishing
license.

********************

HOMECOMING

The man said he had left
it at home, and offered a
U.S. military draft card for
identification.
When
charges were filed two
weeks later, a different
man appeared in court
claiming that he had never
fished in his life.
After an investigation,
the mystery fisherman
was located, and appeared
before Judge H. Richard
Dunipace in Bowling
Green Municipal Court

Ask almost any modern-

Arab League peace plans upset

* includes entertainment and midnight buffet

SWEETEST DAY
OCT 16

Saturday and return about
7 p.m. on Sunday.
The UAO outing center
will rent any equipment
which they need. Students
and faculty can sign-up at
the UAO office on the third
floor, Union.
The Zaleski Trail,
opened in 1974, provides
21.7 miles of scenic
countryside through Ohio's
turkey management area.
Almost 10 miles of that
trail is a one-day loop,
which the UAO hikers will
trek. Also along the trail
are burial mounds built by
the Adena Indians who
inhabited the area between
500 BC and 700 AD.
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App^cations are being accepted for advisory board
position!, at the Personal Development and life
Planning Carter.
The boarO, composed of students from all areas of
campus life,, lets as a sounding board for students with
ideas about th • center and its programs.
Interested st Kjents can pick up an application at the
center, 320 Stu fa Services Bldg. Applications and
personal interviews will be reviewed as part of the
selection procesi.
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Student United Way campaign needs donations
The 1976 United Way fund drive is underway and
already is struggling to find recognition and support on
the University campus.
Dr. Elden W. Martin, associate professor of biological
sciences and United Way campaign coordinator, said he
has been contacting faculty and staff members for
contributins since early September. The student campaign began Oct 6.
The approach for the student campaign has been
changed with the intention of reaching more students and
informing them of the purpose of the charity, according
to student campaign coordinator Debra Gebolys.
LAST YEAR, the student campaign sent form letters to
every student explaining the drive and requesting

donations. This year a more personal attempt is being
made to reach the students, Gebolys said.
In early October, promotional signs were posted
throughout campus, but most of them "disappeared"
soon after they were put up, she said.
In addition, limited response to an organizational
meeting has hampered efforts to spread information and
gather volunteers to solicit contributions, according to
Gebolys.
She said every resident adviser and a representative
from each greek organization was asked for help with the
campaign, but only 13 of the 186 persons invited attended
the meeting.
The meeting would have explained the goals of United
Way, which benefits 85 agencies in the Lucas and Wood

county areas. Each volunteer was also asked to solicit 25
cent donation from each student
ACCORDINGto Gebolys, the student campaign is in
trouble. The deadline is Oct M, but the campaign has
found little recognitin on campus.
later this week volunteers will be asking for donations
during class breaks on and around the Union OvaL With
only 32 percent of the total goal (including faculty contributions) collected, and Just a week left, the drive needs
momentum, she said.
"I don't think that a quarter is too much to ask from
any student, and if students will only dig into their
pockets, the campaign can at least be a respectable one. 1
haven't given up hope yet, but I do need the student
body's help. I need it desperately," she said.

Program still in planning stage

College studenfs may serve in NASAspace shuttle
ByMfluGoealette
'Let me take you for a little
tfp.
My supersonic ship is at
your disposal
If you feel so inclined...'
When Ray Davies wrote
this lyric for the Kinks
"Supersonic Rocket Ship,"
the idea of civilian space
travel was little more than
a dream to the average
person.
Now consider this
statement.:
"As the Shuttle program
advances into future years,
it is possible that outstanding students would be
selected to serve as actual
payload specialists aboard
Space Shuttle missions."

Administration (NASA) in
a recent news release.
The idea for student
astronauts is a result of the
1972 Skylab flight where
astronauts executed 19
scientific
experiments
devised by high school
students.
Senator Frank Moss (DUtahi, chairman of the
Senate Committee on
Aeronautical and Space
Sciences and a member of
the national advisory
board of the Forum for the
Advancement of Students
in Science and Technology
(FASST), conferred with
Fletcher
on
the
possibilities of getting
college students involved
with the proposed space
shuttle program.

THIS statement was
made by Dr. James
Fletcher, administrator
for
the
National
Aeronautics and Space

Fletcher said he agreed
student particpipation in
the program would be
beneficial to both NASA
and the students involved.
The program is still in the
development stages and
NASA is planning competitions to pick experiments for any future
shuttle flights.
But there are several
unanswered questions
about the program Roger
L.
Ptak,
associate
professor of physics at the
University, said student
astronauts may not exist
until at least 1979.
HE SAID
announced
missions for
shuttle in 1979

NASA has
five test
the space
and 1980, to

test the shuttle and perform scientific experiments.
The fifth
mission will be the only one
with an expanded crew of
four.
There has been no
major announcement of
student astronaut program
to the general public and
the qualifications for the
applicants have not yet
been determined
The
number of candidates from
each universtiy and the
procedure for picking them
will probably be stipulated
by NASA, Ptak said.
When candidates are
selected, they will have to
go through the rigors of
astronaut training.
A
student candidate could be
eliminated because of poor

health. The training would
involve at least six months
of preparation, plus the
six-month shuttle flight.
It would be tough for
anyone other than a senior
to go away for a year,"
Ptak said.
"The funds for equipment and training would
have to be supplied by
NASA.'he added.
There are no proposed
experiments of this type at
the University, but Ptak
said "Students here would
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hd naf squaa syncnroaites
its act in preparation for the homecoming game
against Kent State Saturday. The 17-member team,
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Nttschke, practices daily with the band at Sterling
Farm Field.
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be excited by the opportunity" to work in the
program.
"We have student
research projects in
astronomy that can't get
outside assistance through
other
programs," he
said.
Students interested in
this proposal may contact
FASST at
1785
'
Massachussetts
Ave.,
N.W., Washington DC.
20036 or phone (202) 4832900.
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|
of any pipe.

NORTHWEST COUNCIL OF COLLEGES

INSTRUCTIONAL

MEXICO
MV WORLD IS SO MUCH LARGER NOW.
f Love Mexico.. Located in
sunny Guadalajara, a city of
roses, fountains and Mexican
charm, the Northwest Council of
Colleges Mexico Instructional
Center hosts over SOONorteomerJcanos each year. Students
from across the nation as well as
other countries spend one or more
quarters there taking courses in a
wide variety of disciplines, participating in field trips and enjoying weekends on the beaches or
sightseeing.

In their free time they explore
Guadalajara-its cathedrals and
churches, museums, parks and
theaters, handicraft centers and
markets, bullfights, charreodas
and folkloric ballet, Spanish
colonial architecture and Orozco
murals, and discotheques and
international restaurants. They
browse in the nearby craft towns
of Tlaquepaque, Chapala and
Ajijic and buy handmade guitars
inParacho. They visit the historic
towns of Guanajuanto and
Morelia, and the favorite, Patzcuaro.

CENTER

CURRICULUM

With their professor and class
they may climb the ancient
pyramids of the Yucatan, view the
fabulous National Museum of
Anthropology in Mexico City and
tour the ruins of Mitla and Monte
Alhan. Or they may take any one
of a number of field trips that have
been included in the program over
the last seven years.
...and / think you run
a fine program.

It was a loy to come to
doss.
It was a good course
especially from the point of
view of being able to see
what we learned about.

During 1976-77 more than 50
courses
are
offered
in
photography, biology, education,
English, geography, geology,
Latin American studies, mass
media, psychology, and Spanish
language and literature (courses
vary somewhat each quarter).
With the exception of Spanish
language, classes are taught in
English
Credits earned are
transferable.
Fall, winter, spring and summer quarters. Open to students in
good academic standing, for more
quarter or more. No language
prerequisite.

A NWCC RffRESENTATM
WILL BE ON CAMPUS
Monday, October 18
6-8P.M.
tarafari lounge (Room 17} Wttm Hojj

Please drop in.

FACULTY
f wouldn't take the doss
from any other professor...he's
great, well-versed and
experienced.

If you ore unable to make I
wte of col for ■HWhUliwi to:

The faculty is drawn from
member institutions of the NWCC
and from Mexican universities.

COST
Students can study in Mexico for
less now than at any time in recent
years.
With the recent
devaluation of the peso, living
expenses have been reduced
considerably.

HotHmtt Count of Cobges
202 Peterson Hal
Bmbtty WA 98926
(509)963-3612

Tuition and fees: $513.00

skUrV nrflDuW
UOJDCDC
nmXAj

Adams State College
- Central Washington State College
Eastern Washington State College
Grand Valley State College

I jnfield College
Montana State University
Syracuse University
Weber State College
Western Washington State College

0THK MX PROGRAMS

Canada Instructional Center
Ecuador Instruction Center
liberal Arts Study
Cornrnunity Health Work Study
Summer School International

f hove decided to go
back to Mexico on your
program.
I was there lost
fall and previously attended
your program In Montreal.

APPLICATIONS
N0WBBNG

Accffmm
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UAO backpack weekend offered
By BU Flak
Outdoors Column

Almost every college
student has "one of those
weeks." You know, the
kind where you sleep
through an exam which
can't be made-up; your car
breaks down and it's going
to cost $300 to fix and your
roommate sets your
apartment on fire. And it's
only Monday.
Well, instead of packing
your suitcase and heading
to a downtown bar for the
weekend, the Union
Activities Organization
(UAO) has another
solution-packing your
backpack for the first "Get
Away From It All
Weekend"
UAO's
Outdoor
Recreation Committee is
sponsoring a weekend
backpack trip Oct. 23-24
along the Zaleski Trail in
southern Ohio.

Woman helps direct University plant
By Che lie Mca ure
The only woman in the United States to hold the position
of assistant director of a physical plant in a major
university works here.
"I love it. I wouldn't do anything else," said JoAnne
Bolten, assistant director of the University physical
plant.
She began at the plant as a secretary, moved into the
administrative assistant position and then she just "fell
into" the assistant plant director position, she said.
IF A MOTOR bums out in the Math-Science Building or
a pipe bursts in Moseley Hall, Bolten said she knows what
todo and how to do it, even though she's not the one who
actually makes the repairs.
Her other duties include budgeting, managing the office, and taking charge when Director Charles L. Codding
is gone.
She said she is not a "women's libber" but encourages
other women to pursue the career of their choice.
"I'm not the type to sit at home and cook, sew and
HoritBack Riding

Thousands of Topics

No Guldut

Sand tor yout upio-dat». 160paga. mail ordar catalog. Encloaa
$100 to covat postaga and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE, # 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90026
1213) 477*474

Hayridms and *«.
Hall Rancor's

DOUGLAS MEADOWS
RANCH
2755 M. 151
ramperonca. Mich

Our letaa'ch papan are told for
reaaarch purpoaat only.

313856-3973

gossip on the phone all day. I'd rather be doing
something constructive, " Bolten said, admitting that
those activities may seem constructive to some womea
"It's really fun and my duties are extremely versatile," she said, adding that she has to be able to work
with men and "talk their language."

THE $8.50 fee for the trip
includes
bus
transportation and a meal on
the trail Saturday morning. Hikers will leave
Bowling Green at 7 am

CRAY'S
CARDS
CANDIES DISCOUNTS
PERFUME
SN
IPTIONS
COLOGNE
COSMETICS

(COLD POP, BEER & WINE

HEALTH *
■EAUTY AIDS
Prices Good Thru
17,1976 PARTY SUPPLIES i

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-A Syrian armored brigade
battered Palestinian
guerrilla and leftist
Ijebanese positions outside
Beirut in a two-pronged
offensive yesterday that
upset Arab League efforts
for peace.
The assault on the ap-

proaches to Beirut, behind
a heavy artillery and
rocket barrage, came 24
hours after Syrian forces
moved
against
the
southern port city of Sidon.
The guerrillas and leftists held to their forward
positions at Bhamdoun, a
mountain resort town 12

miles east of the capital,
resisting Syrian tank
assaults from three
directions.
THE PALESTINIAN
guerrilla commander at
Bhamdoun said the
Syrians are trying to push
through to Beirut before an

Mfgr'i Liil Price*
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4.99
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1.60
Gnjyt Everyd? Prk»
1.19

126 Kodacolor II Mlgr'* u« MM
200

20 exps.

MagiCubes
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HOMECOMING
B.G. Country Club Sat. Oct. 16
FORMAL TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT THE UNION TICKET OFFICE
Ticket Price $12.00 per couple
* limited to 1st 100 couples

Cash bar available
*******************

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH
ARE YOU AWARE
Fact: During the last four years the county commissioner
spent $80,000 to construct an animal shelter which
WAS NEEDED in wood county. However, during
the same period of time, due to the lock of leader
ship on the part of the commissioners.Wood County|
COULD NOT provide enough money to give the
people a quality Emergency Medical Service. In an
effort to protect themselves, many communities
who could afford it were forced to purchase amhu—
lances on their own and WITHOUT any of the state
funding that was available.

Mlgr'i Litl Price
300
Cro,. Ivaryday Mr»

1.59

* Polaroid Camera Migr» MM MW
22.99
Super Shooter

QUESTION: Does the county
commissioners responsibilities
to the ANIMALS in our county have
priority over the PEOPLES need for a
qualityEmergency MedicalAmbulanc
Service?

DISCOUNT
DRUGSTORES
'*■*' ''■ i ■ ■ • ption Sprvicp
[ Ml ■ )' (, S li
/Ou' PfCS< npfion
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The UAO outing center
will rent any equipment
which they need. Students
and faculty can sign-up at
the UAO office on the third
floor, Union.
The Zaleski Trail,
opened in 1974, provides
21.7 miles of scenic
countryside through Ohio's
turkey management area.
Almost 10 miles of that
trail is a one-day loop,
which the UAO hikers will
trek. Also along the trail
are burial mounds built by
the Adena Indians who
inhabited the area between
800 BC and 700 AD.
Ask almost any modemday angler and hell tell
you how expensive fishing
is getting to be these days.
A Toledo fisherman went
on a fishing trip last month
which cost him $3S0-plus
court costs.
The man was fishing in
the Maumee River when he
was approached by Game
Protector Dan Forster who
asked to see his fishing
license.

Arab summit meeting
scheduled for Oct. 18 in
Cairo. "They will try and
finish us in five days," he
said, "but they will fail"
AJey and Bhamdoun are
the last positions held by
guerrillas and leftists on
the key Beirut-Damascus
highway.

********************

ISSUE: Dogs vs. People

Candy
Whitman's Sampler
« OZ-

7 p.m. on Sunday.

Arab League peace plans upset

• includes entertainment and midnight buffet

SWEETEST DAY
OCT 16

Saturday and return about

A VOTE FOR DON ZISS
IS A STEP IN
THE RIGHT DIRECTION

The Syrian attack
scuttled peace talks
scheduled for yesterday
among Syria, Lebanon and
the guerrillas. The Arab
League mediator, who had
said the session might
result in announcement of
a cease-fire in Lebanon's
18-month civil war, announced the talks were
postponed indefinitely.

The man said he had left
it at home, and offered a
VS. military draft card for
identification.
When
charges were filed two
weeks later, a different
man appeared in court
claiming that he had never
fished in his life.
After an investigation,
the mystery fisherman
was located, and appeared
before Judge H Richard
Dunipace in Bowling
Green Municipal Court.

Representing the state
were City Prosecutor
Robert Harms and Wildlife
District Law Supervisor
Gil Palmer. The defendant, who admitted getting
the draft card from his
friend to purchase beer at
taverns that questioned his
age, was given a
suspended 30-day jail
sentence, placed on
probation for three years
and fined the $350 plus
court costs.

lrO<:;il Briefo
Socialist speaker
Melissa Singler, the Socialist Workers Party candidate for the U. S. Senate,will speak at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Alumni Lounge, Union. The meeting
is open to the public.

Lot 14 parking
Parking lot 14, located next to Anderson Arena, will
be reserved from 5-8 p.m. tonight for parking for the
basketball game between the Cleveland Cavaliers and
the Detroit Pistons. When the game begins, the old
regulations will be in effect.
This procedure will be in effect for all home
basketball games this year.

Okfoberfest
German food, beer and polka dancing will highlight
the fourth annual Oktoberfest to be held Saturday Oct.
30 in the Grand Ballroom, Union.
The Harold Mitas Polka Band from Frankenmuth,
Mich will be the featured attraction. The faculty
barbershop quartet, clarinetist Ed Marks, the
University Men's Chorus and Rex and Linda Eikum
also will perform. Curtain times are scheduled for 5
and 9 p.m.
Admission will be $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for
students. Tickets may be purchased at the door or in
advance from area shops or the College of Musical
Arts.

SPJ membership
Interested students may pick up applications for the
Society of Professional Journalists (Sigma Delta Chi)
from any officer or from the School of. Journalism
office. Applicants must be of sophomore, Junior or
senior standing and have at least a 2.25 grade point
average.

Board applications
Applications are being accepted for advisory board
positions at the Personal Development and Life
Planning Center.
The board, composed of students from all areas of
campus life, acts as a sounding board for students with
ideas about the center and its programs.
Interested students can pick up an application at the
center, 320 Student Services Bldg. Applications and
personal interviews will be reviewed as part of the
selection process.
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Student United Way campaign needs donations
■*

•.

The 1976 United Way fund drive is underway and
already is struggling to find recognition and support an
the University campus.
Dr. Elder. W. Martin, associate professor of biological
sciences and United Way campaign coordinator, said he
has been contacting faculty and staff members for
contributins since early September. The student campaign began Oct 6.
The approach for the student campaign has been
changed with the intention of reaching more students and
informing them of the purpose of the charity, according
to student campaign coordinator Debra Gebolys.
LAST YEAR, the student campaign sent form letters to
every student explaining the drive and requesting

donations. This year a more personal attempt is being
made to reach the students, Gebolys said.
In early October, promotional signs were posted
throughout campus, but most of them "disappeared"
soon after they were put up, she said.
In addition, limited response to an organizational
meeting has hampered efforts to spread information and
gather volunteers to solicit contributions, according to
Gebolys.
She said every resident adviser and a representative
from each greek organization was asked for help with the
campaign, but only 13 of the 186 persons invited attended
the meeting.
The meeting would have explained the goals of United
Way, which benefits 85 agencies in the Lucas and Wood

county areas. Each volunteer was also asked to solicit 25
cent donation from each student
ACCORDING to Gebolys, the student campaign is in
trouble. The deadline is Oct 21, but the campaign has
found little recognitin on campus.
Later this week volunteers will be asking for donations
during class breaks on and around the Union OvaL With
only 32 percent of the total goal (including faculty contributions) collected, and just a week left the drive needs
momentum, she said.
"I don't think that a quarter is too much to ask from
any student, and if students will only dig into their
pockets, the campaign can at least be a respectable one. 1
haven't given up hope yet, but I do need the student
body's help. I need it desperately," she said.

Program still in planning stage

College students may serve in NASA space shuttle
ByMfteGoeutette
'Let me take you for a little
My supersonic ship is at
your disposal
If you feel so inclined...'
When Ray Davies wrote
this lyric for the Kinks
"Supersonic Rocket Ship,"
the idea of civilian space
travel was little more than
a dream to the average
person.
Now consider this
statement.:
"As the Shuttle program
advances into future years,
it is possible that outstanding students would be
selected to serve as actual
payload specialists aboard
Space Shuttle missions."

Administration (NASA) in
a recent news release.
The idea for student
astronauts is a result of the
1972 Skylab flight where
astronauts executed 19
scientific
experiments
devised by high school
students.
Senator Frank Moss (DUtahi, chairman of the
Senate Committee on
Aeronautical and Space
Sciences and a member of
the national advisory
board of the Forum for the
Advancement of Students
in Science and Technology
(FASST), conferred with
Fletcher
on
the
possibilities of getting
college students involved
with the proposed space
shuttle program.

THIS statement was
made by Dr. James
Fletcher, administrator
for
the
National
Aeronautics and Space

LOTZ

Fletcher said he agreed
student particpipation in
the program would be
beneficial to both NASA
and the students involved.
The program is still in the
development stages and
NASA is planning competitions to pick experiments for any future
shuttle flights.
But there are several
unanswered questions
about the program. Roger
L.
Ptak,
associate
professor of physics at the
University, said student
astronauts may not exist
until at least 1979.
HE SAID NASA has
announced five test
missions for the space
shuttle in 1979 and 1980, to

test the shuttle and perform scientific experiments.
The fifth
mission will be the only one
with an expanded crew of
four.
There has been no
major announcement of
student astronaut program
to the general public and
the qualifications for the
applicants have not yet
been determined.
The
number of candidates from
each universtiy and the
procedure for picking them
will probably be stipulated
by NASA, Ptak said.
When candidates are
selected, they will have to
go through the rigors of
astronaut training.
A
student candidate could be
eliminated because of poor

health. The training would
involve at least six months
of preparation, plus the
six-month shuttle flight.
It would be tough for
anyone other than a senior
to go away for a year,"
Ptak said.
"The funds for equipment and training would
have to be supplied by
NASA, "he added.
There are noproposed
experiments of this type at
the University, but Ptak
said "Students here would

WHILE THEY LAST
100% WOOL

MEXICAN SWEATERS
[ONLY AT

METAMORPHOSIS

PROSECUTOR

(COMING THIS WEEKEND)

be excited by the opportunity" to work in the
program
"We have student
research projects in
astronomy that can't get
outside assistance through
other
programs," he
said.
Students interested in
this proposal may contact
FASST at
1785
'
Massachussetts
A ve.,
N.W., Washington DC.
20036 or phone (202) 4832900.

YOU MAY KNOW
YOUR CORRECT
ADDRESS
BUT DO WE?
To ansur* receipt of bills, grodas,
pr«-r*gistrotion materials or validation
cord*, pleat* visit the office of
GRADUATE ADMISSIONS or give us a call
at 372-2793 to let us know of any changes.

IT MAY MAKE LIFE
A LITTLE EASIER.

INSTRUCTIONAL

MY WORLD IS SO MUCH L4RGK NOW.
In their free time they explore
Guadalajara-its cathedrals and
churches, museums, parks and
theaters, handicraft centers and
markets, bullfights, chareodas
and folkloric ballet, Spanish
colonial architecture and Orozco
murals, and discotheques and
international restaurants. They
browse in the nearby craft towns
of Tlaquepaque, Chapala and
Ajijic and buy handmade guitars
inParacho. They visit the historic
towns of Guanajuanto and
Morelia, and the favorite, Patz-

CURRICULUM

With their professor and class
they may climb the ancient
pyramids of the Yucatan, view the
fabulous National Museum of
Anthropology in Mexico City and
tour the ruins of Mitla and Monte
Alban. Or they may take any one
of a number of field trips that have
been included in the program over
the last seven years.
...end / think you run
a fine program.

ft was a joy to come to
dass
h was a good course
especially from the point of
view of being able to see
what we learned about.
During 1976-77 more than 50
courses
are offered
in
photography, biology, education,
English, geography, geology,
Latin American studies, mass
media, psychology, and Spanish
language and literature (courses
vary somewhat each quarter).
With the exception of Spanish
language, classes are taught in
English.
Credits earned are
transferable.
Fall, winter, spring and summer quarters. Open to students in
good academic standing, for more
quarter or more. No language
prerequisite.

FACULTY
f wouldn't take the dass
from any other professor...he's
great well-versed and
experienced.
The faculty is drawn from
member institutions of the NWCC
and from Mexican universities.

COST
Students can study in Mexico for
less now than at any time in recent
years.
With the recent
devaluation of the peso, Irving
expenses have been reduced
considerably.
Tuition and fees: $513.00

MWCCMWB88
.Adams State College
Central Washington State College
Eastern Washington State College
Grand Valley State College

I .infield College
Montana State University
Syracuse University
Weber State College
Western Washington State College

0THK NWCC PROGRAMS

Canada Instructional Center
Ecuador Instruction Center
Liberal Arts Study
Community Health Work Study
Summer School International
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nd nag squad synchronizes
Its act in preparation for the homecoming game
against Kent State Saturday. The 17-member team,
under the guidance of Mrs. Judy Wohn and Brad
Nltschke, practices daily with the band at Sterling
Farm Field.

GRADUATE
STUDENTS

NORTHWEST COUNCIL OF COLLEGES

MEXICO

•

E

f hove dedded to go
bode to Mexico on your
program. I was there last
fall and previously attended
your program In Montreal.

Stop in, look around, we
feature G.B.D. Pipes,
1776 Tobacco
Located in

Dorsey's Rexall Drugs
500 E. Woosfer

"By The Tracks''

Clip this coupon
! worth $1.00 toward purchase
|
of any pipe.
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by Garry Tructeau

China's future uncertain
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radical faction the party moderates and regional military
commanders would start maneuvering for key positions.
The official Chinese news agancy Hsinhua, still not
directly confirming the arrests or Hua's elevation from
premier to party chairman, warned yesterday against
anyone tampering with directives of the late Mao Tseuing or engaging in conspiracies.
Japanese news reports from the Chinese capital
Tuesday said more than 30 Chinese leaders were arrested
and charged with plotting to make Chiang Ching Mao's
successor by forging the late chairman's directives
during the six months before he died on Sept 9.
First word of Hua's promotion came in wall posters in
Peking on Saturday. It was followed by reports from
various foreign correspondents who quoted a Chinese
government spokesman as saying during a social event in
Peking that Hua had been elevated but the official announcement was delayed to allow the entire party
organization to be informed in advance.

TOKYO (AP)-China's millions still had not been told
officially yesterday of Hua Kuofeng's reported appointment as Mao Tse-tung's successor. Delay in the
announcement raised speculation that Hua has not
completely secured his position as China's top leader.
Assuming the military joined in the reported arrest of
China's leading radicals, including Mao's widow Chiang
Ching, there was the question of what conditions powerful
army commanders might have set for helping clear the
path to power for Hua.
Nationalist Chinese experts on mainland affairs said
Hua, who is seen as a compromise between radicals and
moderates in the Chinese leadership, lacks the broad
power base needed to keep control of the country. They
said he has no influence in the Red army and, at age 57, is
relatively junior in the Communist party.
THE TAIWAN analysts said the power struggle is not
over and predicted that with the demise of Chiang Ching's
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Finest clothes
Sufficient: Poet
Being: Fr.
Cheat
Tricks
Adjective suffix
Secretary
Vary many
Listens to. old
style

10
11
12
13
14
21
24

Med. group
School paper: Abbr.
Table game
Aspect
Charon's river
Ravened
Units of illumination
26 Linger
27 Point of land
28 Pocket parts
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41
42
47
48
60
52

HUo porch
Exercising
Yorkshire river
Busybody
French school
Dispatches
Light wood
Macaroni
Mind: 1-ai
Coach
Ranger's concern
Type of writing
Island country
Ethiopian city
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday. October 14

VA VocRchab meeting, room 370 Student Services.
Allen and Dara Wicr, BGSU MFA graduates, will return
to campus to present s lomt poetry fiction reading. Free
A Open to the public.
Creative Writing Program.
Lounge ol Commuter Center. Moseley at 4:1 S pm.
Young Socialist Alliance meeting. Alumni Lounge of
Union at 1 JO pm. Everyone is invited.

PUBLIC NOTICE

MIDNIGHT MADNESS
ANDERSON ARENA, Oct. 14
11:30 p.m.-? a.m.
Free prizes to be given away:
1000 Big Mac hamburger coupons

(Buy one-get one free)

30 Free basketball tickets

The first allowed NCAA team practice is Oct. 15.

lavaliered, is that o.k.r
Congrats the Kappa Sigs.

It7t

This
quarter Bowling
Green State University will
publish
the
Permanent
University
Telephone
Directory
which
will
Include
the
following
Information
for each
student living on campus:
name, campus telephone,
and campus residence and
room number, and for
each student living off
campus:
name,
home
telephone, city, state, and
tip code. Any student II
years old or older or the
parent ot a student under
It who objects to these
listings must make written
notification of request for
complete omission from
the directory by providing
the student's name and
social security number to
the
Publications Office
5 14
Admin istra t lo n
Building. Bowling Green
State
University.
Notification
must
be
received
by
i
p.m.
Octoberll. 1474.

Experienced,
accurate
typist.
Disertations.
reports, etc.
Call 1111101.
Need PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad and SENIOR
SPECIALS,
passports,
applications.
WEISSBROO STUDIO, 111
W . Wooster, 111-1141.

Bill Blair from WKIQ will be announcing.

COME MEET BG'S NEW
BASKETBALL COACH
I
AND TEAM.

Ride needed to Cincinnati
Oct. IS. anytime after 11.
Call Cindy 371-44*1.
LOST A FOUND
Set of 1 keys on a chain.
Call 1-4111.
LOST Silver ring, shaped
like a spider w turquoise
•tone REWARD offered.
112-1771,
SEW VICES OFFERED
EM PA
Emotional
and
Material Pregnancy Aid.
Wt care. JS1-4U4. M A F
1-3 p.m. Tu, W. Th. tilt4:1* p.m.
Will give piano lessons.
CalllSl-4114.

pm.
LISTEN FOR THE KISS ON
WFAL 410 AM FOR FREE
ROSES THURS-FRI.
Free Coffee. Doughnuts,
Cider A 14 per cent off
entire store.
Our 7th
Anniversary. Vafans, 104
N. Main.
Eunies
Thurs.
Main.

Bar-Happy Hour
*-llpm.
10* S.

Darrell, is if true that Terri
is wearing
your rock*
Congratulations on
the
engagement. The Kappa
Slgs.
- Although this is a
little late, as always - the
tea was great! Thani - the
AX'S.
SAE-S

Will
do
light
housecleaning,
babysitting, ironing-tshirts
also). 1S1-0I41.
W ANTED
1 f. rmmfe. to subl. house
W tr. Spr. qtrs. Slt-mo. All
util. pd. Andrea 1S1-S74S.
F. rmmte(s) needed to
share apt. for wtr. Call or
write
Karen,
171*
Dewlawn
Or,
Toledo.
41414.
1(1-1111 (after
4pm )
Need I F. rmmto. Apt. DS
at S11 E. Merry. Near
campus. Call Ill-till or
1S1-441*.

RIOB

BG's first team practice is 12:01 a.m. Oct 15.

Female dates wanted. Call
lll-llll.
f-00pm -11:00

Warm professional coupl*
seek female companion
for
travel
and
home
entertainment.
Live-In
possible.
Reply Box *1,
Maumto. Ohio. 41111.
Wanted: Married couple,
students, to share retired
protestors
home,
rent
free. References required.
Call Ill-Bill
alter
9:10pm weekdays only.
Will swap our 1 man apt.
for a 1 man apt. Call after
7pm. II1-1I1I,

The
brothers
A
Goldenhearts of SIGMA
PHI EPSILON would like
to congratulate THERESA
HOOVER on being named
captain of the women's
gymnastics team.
We
love yal
Lee.
where
is
your
fraternity Pin? Does Diane
have it? Congrats.
The
Kappa
Sigs.

Lee.
where
is
your
fraternity Pint Does Diana
have it* Congrats. Kappa
Sig Bros.
Free Puppy F. 1S1-J1I*.
Congratulations Susan and
Chris on your AGO DTD
lavallerlng. (If was worth
that swim In the pond.
wasn't it Chris?!)
Alpha
"Gamblers" thank
the
Phi
Taus
far
A NO THER treat tea and a
np roarm Casino Party.
Frank - Congratulations on
your upcoming PI Kappa
Phi initlatian. Good luckt
Love always, Jo Ann.

PERSONALS
Thanks to the Beta's who
helped
us
with
our
muffler.
You're
raal
mechanics. The KO's.

w rapidly
expanding j'
business.
In
Findlay, ;
Fremont A Tiffin areas. ;
Full A part.time positions : .
avail. 151-0*44.

Congratulations
Dave
(ToTo Iwan) on taking
that Big Engagement leep
with Diane, Your Kappa
Sig Bras.

WBGU-FM
needs news |,
writers and broadcasters.
Contact Chuck 1-1447 or |>
41] S. Hall.

Addressers
wanted
Immediately!
Work
at
home-no
experience
necessary-excellent pay.
Write American Service.
4*50 Wayiata Blvd.. Suite
111.
Minneapolis.
MN.
55414.
Help Wanted: Part Time
10-1 weekdays. Apply at
Hufch Pet Shop. 1411 S.
Main. B.G.
Full A part time help
wanted.
All
positions
available. Apply in person
llpm-l:]0am.
Dixie
Electric Company, lsatl
Dixie
Highway.
Penrysburg,
Ohio
174144*.
FOR SALE
Plant Sale at the Rain
Forest. Thurs, Frl. Sat. Ill .
Rear ol So. Main in the '
Mini Mall.
1 Spaed Ladies bike. 1711441.
The Den - II per cent to
50 percent Homecoming
Sale Nowll
The Den - Save II per
cent 50 per cent. Jeans •
Shirts- Outerwear.
Irish
Setter Pups AKC.
Shots A wormed. 117-5715
altar 4.
GIANT
WAREHOUSE
SALE
at
SOUND
ASSOCIATES. Look lorour
ad In Frl. paper.
Leaving overseas ■ VW
Fastback,
factery
new
engine II mpg. till. 171114*. Leave mesage for
Shirley.
FOR RENT
i
Haven
Houtt
Manor
openings. 1 bdrm lum., f ■
A 12 molasses. Call 157
1171.
Sleeping
151*171.

rooms Male

HELP WANTED
Expert typing, reasonable
ratal, isi-llts.

MICK, we told the F.B.I,
that you and Debbie are

Advertising sales petition

Preferred Props, houses A
aptt. far raal. Iil-*I7|.

:»

Sue Coser

Women athletes come of age
BySoeCwer
Sports Writer

v

"Equal this and equal that We want to be given the
same opportunities as the men!''
Well, ladies, our cry has been heard and answered.
Ever since Title IX went into effect in 1972, women have
felt the spotlight in almost every field of male dominance,
including athletics.
What has this done to the woman athlete and how has it
affected the coaches of women's competitive sports?
It seems to me that coaches can no longer sit back and
hope for that superstar to stroll casually in on the first
night of try outs. And likewise, the all-around "girl jock"
who was voted most athletic of her senior class can no
longer expert to make an intercollegiate team Just
because she played high school sports.
SO WHATS happening is that coaches are producing
winning teams. They are being very selective, very
careful. They are even offering grants-in-aid to the
highly skilled. And very shortly, recruiting will become
an important faeet of women's athletics.
Every one knows the key to a successful sea son depends
greatly on the physical condition of the participants. And
Bowling Green coaches are turning out some of the most
physically conditioned women athletes ever.
Check this out, guys. Are you dedicated enough to get
up every day at 6a. m. to run seven miles? Then later the
same day, add two hours of speed training? BG's cross
country girls are.
What about track? Well, that doesnt start until spring,
you say. But if you intend to run women's track for the
Falcons, you have already started with two-hour
workouts five days a week on the weight machines. But
this is nothing new to male athletes—they've been doing it
for years.

Junior Kathy Hotkey
works out on the
Universal Gym as die
prepares for spring
track. Weight training
is now one of the Important parts of
women's pre-«eason
conditioning.

"You girls did real well in practice tonight, so I won't
make you run laps or lift weights," a coach might say.
But this is no longer the case, and it is quite evident that
conditioning programs are on the rise and that they are
quite effective at Bowling Green.
But what's in it for the athlete? There aren't as many
opportunities for women as there are for men to pursue a
professional athletic career.
So why would a woman athlete come to school a week
early to practice volleyball six to eight hours a day, seven
days a week?
What motivates a field hockey enthusiast who seems to
enjoy hour after hour of stick work and scrimmaging''
And let's not forget the monotony involved when
swimming laps in the infamous natatorium.
As one athlete put it, "there is a lot of personal
satisfaction in playing. It is also an experience in selfdiscipline and interacting with others on the team,"
NOT ONE of the intercollegiate coaches I spoke with
felt their Job was on the line if they could not produce a
winning team. Not yet anyway. They all seem to agree
the educational experience being given to the participants Is much more important than winning or losing.
So why all the time and effort spent in developing
women athletes? Well, no one likes to lose.

BARGAIN PRICES
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LOCKER ROOM
Sporting Good*

Thursday. Oct. 14,1976

Basketball
tryouts

ANNIVERSARY SALE
Oct. 14, 15, 16
all dioea in Htwk for 3 days only - 10% off reg. price

QREENVIEW APIS.
NOW RENTING

Any men interested in
.trying out for the varsity
basketball team should
report to Anderson Arena
lit 7 p.m. Monday, dressed
and ready for practice.

warm-up anils 825.00 - 835.95 save up to 20%

pPEN DAILY 12-6, EXCEPT SUN.
6,9,12 MONTH LEASES
2M lapoleon Rl

THE JEWISH STUDENTS GROUP
Invites students, faculty, and
their children to a celebration of

SIAACHAT TORAHThe Birthday Of The Toroh
At Our
Service
.- ._•
«^
Friday. Oct.

WEIGHT TRAINING is now a requirement in all 12
women's intercollegiate sports. Girls are notorious for
weak muscle groups, but by the time a particular sport
season ends, no athlete on that team can "boast" of
sagging triceps or flabby quadriceps.
You know, there was a time when conditioning for
women athletes was used as a negative reinforcement.

First Friday Evening
Of The New Year
,6:30 p.m.
15
p^ g^

i The Bros of
DELTA TAU DELTA
Announce Our First
LlVVLLi b-Lb- Llib-LL
(and what a rush it is!)
All Interested Women Are
Invited To Conklin Row
East Tonite At 7:30-We
Party Hearty So Join Us
And GET A TASTE OF DELTjl

- FEATURING Char Broiled Stocks ond Chops
Full Course Fomily Dinner
12 VARIETIES PANCAKES
& WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sat. 7.30-8:00
Sundays 7:30-7:00 •
«12 EAST WOOSTER.
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

Closed Monday
412 East Wooster

long - sleeve rugby shirts reg. 81**.95 sale priee 816.95

352-1105

short - sleeve rugby shirts reg. 816.95 sale price 813.95

UNBOUND: THE WOMEN
OF NEW CHINA

all hockey equipment 20% off

MANY OTHER UN ADVERTISED SALES ITEMS

Presentation (with slides)
by
Prof . Joseleyne Tien
Michigan State University
Tuesday October 19, 7:30 p.m.
Pink Dogwood, Union
sponsored by Asian Roots and
Student Activities
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Ifs fime
for a Prosecutor.

Cheefwood.

.. .who has experience to do
the job.

Member of Kiwanis Club, Pemberville Civic
Club, Falcon Club, Advisory Board for
Bowling Green State University Political
Science Department Wood County Farm
Bureau, and Commission for the Handicapped.

7 ye«» as a practicing attorney in Wood
County
• Maintains law offices, with an associate, in
the Wood County communities of Bowling
Green, Pemberville, and Luckey.

Attended Bowling Green City Schools,
graduated from Bowling Green High School
(1962). Duke University (B. A., 1966), Ohio
State University College of Law (Juns Doctor,
1969).

3 yean at Cky Attorney of lowing
Green
• Director of all legal operations of Wood
County's largest municipality.
• Attorney for Bowling Green Board of
Education, Planning and Zoning Commissions, and all departments of the Oty.
3 years as Prosecutor of the Bowing Green
Municipal Court
e All contested criminal cases tried personally.
e Prosecution records show a high rate of
success in jury and court trials.
Vstage SosWtor and Township Attorney
e Attorney for the Wood County villages of
Cygnet, Luckey, Hoytville, and Custar.
• Attorney for Freedom and Woodville
Townships.

LI1

(1 \ /II

ENTER DRAWING FOR A FREE PAIR OF SHOES :
OF YOUR CHOICE,
•no purchase necessaryO

Lecturer on small business organizations,
criminal justice system, motorcycle safety
laws, prosecution of shoplifters and bad
check artists, and probate law.

.. .who will provide aggressive
leadership.
President of the Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce, 1976.
Chosen to appear in the 1973,1974, and
1975 volumes of Outstanding Young Men ol
America.

Member of St. Marks Lutheran Church,
Bowling Green.

Because
uour rights ate
worth protecting.

Cheefwood for Prosecuting Attorney
■islit I. iwto.. iroM w m.f 14 Pseyssin ss——si cw>. 7>s w.iu.. a... ■.,.!,., cn». c.**t*t~~*~r*m>tw> *«w.im...i
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Cavaliers, Pistons clash here tonight
ByBfllEstep
Sports Editor
BUI Fitch and Nate Thurmond remember the last time
Bowling Green basketball squad wen a Mid-American
1 inference (MAC) championship and competed in NCAA
xmmament.
Fitch, in his only season here in 1967-68, coached the
alcons to their last MAC title and NCAA berth. And
[Thurmond? Well, big ail-American Nate played on three
that won conference titles and competed in the
IB

CAAs.

Both will be in Anderson Arena tonight with the
leveland Cavaliers-Fitch as head coach and Thurmond
the starting center-when the Cavs square off with the
Pistons in a National Basketball Association
bitiongame.
As of S a.m. today, there were SOU MOO general admission tickets left for tonight's NBA exhibition game in
Anderson Arena between the Cleveland Cavaliers and the
Detroit Pistons.
Students may purchase general admission tickets for
J3.M In the Memorial Hall ticket office until 5p.m. today.
I AD general admission tickets sold at the gate tonight
|will be «.
AD reserved seat tickets are sold out
And there will be another ex-Falcon alumnus donning a
(uniform for the 8:30 p.m. starter. Cornelius Cash, the M
three-time all-conference choice at forward, will take
another step toward making the Detroit club.
CUT A year ago by the Milwaukee Bucks, Cash, who
behind only Thurmond in Bowling Green career
i, is one of three rookies attempting to make the
tons squad. But his task was made more demanding
hen the club picked up ex-Providence standout Marvin
in the ABA dispersal draft.
Nonetheless, whether Cash gains a regular season
berth or not, memories will run rampant for all three.
I For Cash, it'll be memories of ex-coach Pat Haley and
wow twostraight MAC titles slipped away.

For Fitch, It '11 be that one season here, his team, and
the friends made during his short stint.
"Marshall and Toledo won the league the year before
and had everyone back and we had finished last," Fitch
said of his 18-7 team. "But we thought we had good talent
and they really put it together. As a team, they played
sort of like the team (Cleveland) we had last season.
•THE cheerleaders, students and faculty were all
backing the team. They were an on the same track.
That's what it takes.
But there was more than basketball for Fitch and his
family.
•We've probably been back to BG more than anywhere
else," he said. "We also made more friends than
anywhere else. It was that type of situation. Bowling
Green was one of the highlights-not so much as a coach,
but as a person."
In fact, when Fitch left for the University of Minnesota
the next season, he still was unsure of the move.
"MY first day at Minnesota," Fitch said, "I called Pill
Jerome, who was the University president, about coming
back But he was at a meeting and I only talked to his
secretary. Sol went to the press conference announcing
my appointment, and the dye was cast.''
Although Thurmond, a 13-year veteran of the NBA, has
only returned to BG twice, he knows what his reaction
will be tomorrow.
"I can't say Bowling Green means anything special
anymore because I don't know the people," Thurmond
said. "But I know when I walk on campus Thursday
there'll be fond memories of what I did when I see all the
buildings."
Especially Memorial Hall and the Men's Gym, where
Thurmond played.
"I remember when they opened up Anderson Arena my
sophomore season," he said. "We played in the Men's
Gym my freshman year. It was thrill moving in there.
About 13 years ago, back then, it was a great arena."
And back then Mid-American Conference championships and NCAA bids were routine. Oh yes, nice
memories.

\Sports in Brief
Nate Thurmond displays the form that earned him
three straight all-American Conference selections.
The towering center will return to Anderson Arena
tonight with the Cleveland Cavaliers.

Royals knot series
NEW YORK (AP)-Hal McRae ripped a double
and a triple, triggering a sudden explosion of extrabase hits by Kansas City, and the Royals defeated
the New York Yankees 7-4 yesterday to tie the
American league playoff at two victories apiece.
That sent the teams into a decisive fifth game
tonight with the winner advancing to the World
Series beginning Saturday in Cincinnati against the
National League champion Reds.
The Royals had managed only four extra-base
hits in the first three games of the playoffs, but they
exceeded that output by one, routing Yankee ace
Jim Hunter and surviving two Graig Nettles
home runs to gain the victory they had to have to
keep their chances for the pennant alive.

Cincinnati attempts to break jinx
By The AssocaMed Press

Golf

The Cincinnati Reds will
try to break one of the
oldest Jinxes In baseball
when they begin play in the
World Series Saturday at 1
p.m.
Only two National
League teams have won
consecutive
world
championships in the 100history of the league, and it
has been M years since it
last happened.
"That
would
be
something
to
brag
about, "said Reds manager
Sparky Anderson.

Ben Crensbaw is one of
the favorites in the $125,000
San Antonio-Texas Open,
which begins today.
Crenshaw Is the number
two money winner on the
tour this year, trailing only
Jack Nk-klaus. who Is
passing up this week's
tourney.

week's International
Olympic Committee
meeting In Barcelona,

Commonwealth Games at
Edmonton, Canada.
Intramurals

Spain.

So far he has kept the
world guessing as to what
he might do next-keep the
Africans out of the 1980
games In Moscow, or try to
undermine the 1978

All-campus golf tournament entries are due
today, and are available at
the IM office. The tournament will be held
tomorrow at 2 p.m.

Jean Claude Gangs, who
organized the African
boycott of the Montreal
Olympics, has been lobbying for his cause in this

of B.G.S.U.

Midnight
Madness
Tonight!
ABORTION
*125.00
TOLL FREE 9 a.m. 10 p.m.

presents

Cleveland Cavaliers vs. Detroit Pistons
Exciting NBA Action
£

Anderson Arena

Doors Open 7 p.m.

M

At ,he

Tickets ^4

BG had control of most of
the game, outshooting the
Broncos 23-13.
The
Falcons raised their record
to 34-1, and travel to Akron
Saturday to play the
number one team in the
state.

University Theatre

TONIGHT !!
8:30 p.m.

Booters win, 1-0
The Bowling Green
soccer team defeated host
Western Michigan 1-0
yesterday. Falcon Bobby
Lewis scored the only goal
of the game at 19:45 of the
second period. Craig
Tester got the assist.

Olympics

Newton hurt
Sophomore center Tom
Newton underwent surgery
yesterday in Canada for
torn right knee ligaments
suffered in practice last
Friday.

Former Falcon forward Cornelius Cash drives
toward the basket during a game his senior seas on.
Cash will be in a Detroit Pistons uniform for the
NBA exhibition game.

°°°r

'3.50
Today al
Memorial Hall
Til- 5 p.m.

BRING YOUR BURGEE
TO HOMECOMING I

BROADWAY: A REVUE
A New York Cabaret style performance of two acts
crammed with the best songs and dances of Broadway.
Staged by the University Theatre •

ONE PERFORMANCE EACH NIGHT-9:00P.M.
Friday, Oct. 22

'■ffW-ffl-fflt

Saturday, Oct. 23

Located at the Holiday Inn Cabaret

SHOW YOUR BG BURGEE SATURDAY
AT THE STADIUM GATE AND RECEIVE A
FREE ORANGE DRINK CERTIFICATE,
COURTESY OF McDONALD'S!

HEAR SELECTIONS FROM
■MUSIC MAN
SWEET CHARITY
-HAIR
-PORGY & BESS
-GODSPELL
■WEST SIDE STORY
-THE FANTASTIKS

ENJOY COCKTAILS
AND LIGHT
HORS'DOEUVRES
SERVED TABLESIDE

BGSU Students
$1.50 Off

(TioVot* to tho Homocoming gam* vt. Kant Stoto or* now on taU
at tho Memorial Hall Ticket Office,
I p.m. • 5 p.m.

opon wMkaay* 9 o.m. - noon.

Buy your tlchoti now I)

^ofcucfla^ S>

RESERVATIONS
"^JA.

THE McDONALD'S BG BURGEESAVE IT I WAVE IT!

Home of the Cabaret

RECOMMENDED

THE 1976 FALCON FOOTBALL SQUAD

Fa/cons, Kent clash tomorrow

11 backs
By Bill Estep
Sports Editor

the critics.
It wasn't easy to forget Saleet.
After all, he was voted the team's
most valuable player, all-MidAmerican Conference (MAC) second
team and was the nation's number
one rushing fullback last season.

When ace Bowling Green fullback
Dn Saleet was shelved before the
season opener with a taiee injury, the
offensive credentials of the Falcon
football squad were questioned.
But Steve Holovacs, Bowling
AS SALEET .however, nervously
Green's starting fullback in paced the sideines during last
tomorrow's homecoming tilt with Saturday's circus-type contest at
Kent State, and friends have silenced Toledo in his letter jacket and
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crutches, Holovacs put on a show of
his own
Trie compact 5-9,195-pounder from
Amherst hit the century mark for the
first time as a collegian with 119
yards to lead all rushers. He also
broke a 47-yard touchdown run for
the longest Falcon run from
scrimmage this season.
But don't think Holovacs owns the
fullback spot.
"With Joe Guyer and Jimmy
Gause also back there," Falcon
coach Don Neblen said, "we're
getting good fullbacking. But that
position is as close as any. Ifonebas
a bad night, we go with someone
else."
Past history, like the lest two
games, proves that
"AT WESTERN Michigan, we
started Gause, but he didn't perform
so we brought in Holovacs," Nehlen
said. "He gave us a real boost We
Just go with whoever has the hot
hand"
That's Holovacs now. A 4,111-yard
all-state rusher in high school and a
280-yard rusher this season, he drew
the Toledo starting assignment. He
also started in victories over
Syracuse and Eastern Michigan,
while Gause, who has rushed for 165
yards in 37 carries, began against
San Diego State and Western.
"Joe, Jimmy and I worktogethera

lot in practice," Holovacs said "If Falcons, riding atop the loop with a 3one guy is getting out of stance or 0 league and 4-1 overall slate, may
missing a block, we tell them about need more than luck against Kent,
it
which enters the clash with a 2-1
"We all have split the playing time MAC record and 3-2 overall mark.
every game," Holovacs explained.
"Kent State is a surprisingly good
"We alternated every couple of football team," Nehlen said "Surseries at Toledo."
prising In that they graduated so
many kids and a lot of folks didn't
BUT DESPITE his rushing antics count on them being contenders this
In the last-minute 29-28 win over the year."
Rockets, Holovacs missed his share
They are now. And don't forget
of blocks.
that the Falcons have lost three
"Like always, I nude a lot of straight homecoming games and
mistakes," the sophomore letterman dropped their fourth MAC game the
said of the Toledo game. "Iblewalot past four seasons.
of blocking, pass blocking
No better time to break those pair
assignments. And I went the wrong of jinxes thantomorrow.
way a couple of times."
SJDELINERS -Middle guard Dave
Nonetheless, Holovacs wasnt Brown, who sustained a severe
alone in his mistakes.
contusion of a calf muscle in the first
There were the four lost fumbles half at Toledo, is the only
and 11 penalties for 94 yards against
Toledo, a team now owning the MAC
cellar spot with 0-4 league and 0-6 News crystal ball:
overall records.

Freshman Mark Murtaugh will
handle the point after touchdown
kicks this week in place of Robin
Yocum, who has converted only six
of 12 for the year. Yocum will remain
the field goal specialist

Falcons favored

"OFFENSIVELY, we made a
million mistakes," Nehlen said. "We
By Terry Goodman
made more mistakes than we've
Assistant SporU Editor
made in a game the last two seasons.
We're lucky we broke a couple of long
Jimmy Synodinos, alias "Jimmy
runs."
the
Greek" Snyder, was a successful
A couple of long runs or not; a 52yard touchdown drive in 19 seconds gambler That's why he ended up in
Las Vegas as America's number one
or not; an aerial barrage by Falcon sports
bookie.
quarterback Mark Miller or not; the
This writer gambled on a selection
of college football predictions last
week and completely bombed out
Maybe that's wiry I'm stranded in the
greater flat lands of Bowling Green
Hitting on just four of 10 games, I
stumbled out of first place and joined
fellow crystal ball forecaster. Bob
Bortel as the only other person
League
Overall
having a sut>.500 week.
W
L
W
BUI Sawders, meanwhile, conBowing Green
t
•
tinued his hot pace and opened up a
2
Ball State
0
comfortable lead among the News'
3
Ohio
1
12-person paneL
Cfentral Michigan
2
1
Saunders' 9-1 effort pushed his
Kent State
2
1
season total to 24-5 or 83 per cent
Western Michigan
2
2
2
efficiency.
Northern niinois
0
0
1
Greg Smith's 8-2 slate moved him
Miami
I
1
0
into second at 22-7. Dennis Sadowski
Eastern Michigan
0
3
1
and Jim Sluzewski are three games
Toledo
0
4
0
behind, while Delores Brim, Dick
Rees and Kevin McCray are four
back.
Bill Estep and this writer are 19-10,
This Week's Games
Sue Caser and DaveSmercina are 1811 and Bortel is still one game In thr
Kent State at Bowling Grew
cellar.
Akron at Ball State
BOWLING GREEN OVER KENT
Indiana State at Central Michigan
STATE, 11-1-Falcon hon«amng
Miami at Ohio
games are synoirymous with vicIllinois State at Northern Illinois
tories-for the other team. Eleven
Toledo at Western Michigan
people disagree, but Caser likes

MAC Standings

questionable starter for tomorrow's
clash...Linebackers Jeff Wood and
Mike McKtbben and offensive tackle
Terry Firman are also questionable
for Kent.Miller is now second on the
BG career passing charts with 2,817
yards.. .Steve Kuehl's 158 yards ki
four kjekoff returns last week set a
single-game
school
record
...tomorrow's game will match the
MAC players-of-the-week in Bowling
Green quarterback Mark Millar
(offense) and Kent tackle Glenn
Deadmond (defense)...Bowling
Green leads the series 26-124.

Kent
OHIO UNIVERSITY OVER
MIAMI, 9-3-Again the magic
question, can the forgotten Kedskins
win a game? Saunters, Brim and
this writer think they will in Athens.
WESTERN MICHIGAN OVER
TOLEDO, ll-l-In an effort to erase
last week's disaster, this writer will
go for the upset.
OHIO STATE OVER WISCONSIN,
12-0-A breather for the panel and for
the Bucks.
MINNESOTA OVER MICHIGAN
STATE, 11-1-Only Rees believes the
Spartans will spear the Gophers in
East Lansing.
TEXAS A4M OVER BAYLOR, 94-It's usually a hot time when these
two teams meet Estep, Sadowski
and this writer go with Baylor.
OKLAHOMA OVER KANSAS, 104
-Rees and Brim believe Oklahorne
will take a dive, more "sooner" than
later.
MISSOURI AT IOWA STATE, 124-Closer than you think.
COLORADO OVER OKLAHOMA
STATE, 11-1-I'm sticking with the
home team
MISSISSIPPI OVER SOUTH
CAROLINA, 10-2-Smercina and
Bortel like the underdogs in the
Southern battle.
CLEM80N OVER DUKE, U-A
evenly-matched game that might |
either way, but the majority take t
home team. Holdouts are Mc
Smercina, Estep and Caser.

ftgtJ1toiBQN««8pc«tiSMtton,Fri«taj',Oct 15, Iff!

A tale of two birds:
who will win MAC?
finishes in control.
And quite
possibly, one of them could hop up
front and get its paws on the steering
wheeL
No way, you say?
Well, a month ago you would have
said the same thing if you were told
Miami would be M at this point in the

ByDfckRees
Associate SBsjrtsEdHor

In the driver's seat, heading down
the road to the Mid-American Conference (MAC) football championship, sits a Falcon.
Perched right next to him up front
is a Cardinal, as in Ball State CarOverlooked is that the Redskins
dinal.
The Cardinal has his seat belt and have lost just one conference game,
as have Ohio University, Central
shoulder harness fastened firmly.
The Falcon has been making Michigan and Kent State.
None of them are giving up hope.
numerous mistakes recently.
The red bird, though, is prepared to
AFTER ALL, the league unshed his protective devices quickly
and take control should the orange beatens, Bowling Green and Ball
bird (or "Big Bird" as we're sup- State, can be had. Winless Toledo
posed to call him this weekend) had the Falcons' grave dug last
Saturday, but BG avoided MAC
commit too many errors.
death with a prayer and a pass.
And maybe you didn't notice, but
THE TWO fowl have plenty of
company. Riding president, and the Cardinal got shot down last week,
ready to call the shots like any losing to Illinois State, 10-7. A nonexecutive, are a Bobcat, a CMppewa, conference game, though Shucks.
Experts will tell you that Ball State
a Golden Flash (that Is no flash in the
pan) and even a slightly battle- has an easy task ahead.
The Cardinals have but three
scarred Redskin,
Ultimately, it may be these back conference games remainingseat drivers who'll decide who against Northern Illinois. Western

Michigan and Eastern Michigan.
The three teams currently have a
combined overall record of 3-12.
BG, on the other hand, in Its final
four MAC games, must play all the
aforementioned once-beaten league
teams.
TOUGH ASSIGNMENT, isn't it?
Yes, but then again, so was coming
back from a 21-6 deficit at Toledo last
week. And in that comeback, the
Falcons showed they're not quitters.
So in the next four weeks, mistakes
win teU the tale for coach Don
Nehlen's bunch. They did last falL
Remember Miami?
Miscues have been plentiful in
BG's last two games. The Falcons
can't commit the errors they have
been and expect to win four straight
against some tough teams.
And, one final note. In each of the
last four years, BG had lost its fourth
MAC game. Tomorrow's contest
against Kent State is the Falcons'
fourth in league competition. A bad
omen?
Let's hope not

The guy on fhe sidelines

Cheerleader 'Doughboy' strives to motivate
By Dave Smerdna
Sports Writer
The credibility of male
cheerleaders has often
been questioned.
They have been called
names that are unprintable
But junior Mark Davis,
bitter known as "Dough
boy," is one who isn't
bothered by that image. In
fact he ignores it
Davis is one of two male
cheerleaders on the

Bowling Green squad
presents', and was one of
three guys last year.
HE STARTED cheering
in his Urbana high school.
He did it "because I
thought it would be fun and
rewarding.
"It was a great experience.
The school
accepted It The problem
was with other schools that
hadn't heard of it, or it
didn't
have
guy
cheerleaders. Sure, some

schools would heckle me,
but I just ignored it."
While in high school,
Davis acquired his
nickname-he has a
remarkable resemblance
to the Plllsbury advertising personality.
And when he came to
Bowling Green, the name
caught on quickly.
He also brought with him
the desire to cheer.

practical experience in
high school I was able to
catch on. And everyone Is
accepted in college.
"It is also a lot easier not
being the only guy," he
added.
"Guys don't go through
any special tryouts here,
they compete against the
girts," he explained.
"Thus, If more guys would
try out there would be
more guys on the squad.
••IT WAS A lot easier here," Last spring only four guys
Davis said. "After the tried out the year before,
alz."
Davis takes his job
seriously.
His enthusiasm is at times
almost unbelieveable.
After the Toledo game last
Saturday night, he barely
was able to talk-his voice
hoarse from yelling.
A LOT OF time and hard
work are required for
Davis'job.

Bowling Green
Schedule
Sept. 11 •• Beat
Syracuse 22-7
Sept 18 - BeatEaatera
Michigan SJ-12
Sept S - Last to San
Diego State 27-15
Oct 2 - BeatWestern
Michigan 31-28
Oct • - Beat Toledo
2M8
Oct II - Kent State
(Homecoming)
Oct » - AtMUmi
Oct. II •- Ceatral
Nov. • - Ohio
Nov. IS - Southern
Nov. !• - At TenBeeeec-Chattanoogi
A megaphone helps him rally tha BG supporters

MAC RESULTS, SCHEDULE
September*
Ok I* II, Eastern Michigan 7
North Carolina MS Miami 10
September 11
Bawling Oraan 11, Syracaaa 7
Kant Stan II, Ctnlr.l M ichlgan 10
Ball Stata 41, Lautlana Tack II
Wailam
Mick loan
II,
Eastern
Michigan II
Marshall 21, Miami 1*
Wkklla Stata II. Narfkam Illinois I
Maaaackutattill. Toledo 14
Seplemberll
Bowling Oraan II, BBatam Michigan
11
Ohio 14, Kan I Stan 13
Ball Stata n, Miami!
Caatral Michigan t, Toledo 7
Waatara
Michigan IT, Northern

Miaou i

Octokarl
Bowling
Organ
11,
Western
Michigan II
Kant stata 14, Air Parcel*
Okla 14, Tolado I
Ball Stata II, Dayton 11
Control M ichlgan 14, lllino li stata 7
Purdue 41, Miami II
Nartkorn
Michigan
II,
bit am
Michigan 4
O eta Bar*
Bo wling Oreen II, Tolado II
Kant Stata 14, Western M ichlgan 11
Central Michigan 17, Ohio II
Illinois Itato II, Boll State 7
Indiana Stoto II, Northern Illinois
II
Eastern Michigan II, Arkansas Itato
II
Octokarll

Bo wling O reen ot Miami
Kant Stata at Virginia Tech
Boa Dug. Itata 17, Bowling Orton Appaiach lan Stoto ot Boll Stoto
II
Control
Michigan
at
Northern
lawa Itata 41, Kant stata 7
Micklgaa
Ballltata 17, Tal.da 14
Eastern MIchlgan at Akren
Okla is, Idaho 0
Northern Illinois at Sao them Illinois
Caatral Michigan 11, Marshall 7
William B Mary at Ohle
Minnesota 11, Western Michigan II Toledo Ot Dayton
McNoese Stata 11, eastern Michigan Western Michigan at Marshall
II
October!!
Stata 17, Nartham
Central Michigan at Bawling Oraan
Eastern Michigan at Kant Stata
Cincinnati 17, Miami I
September J5

Ball Stata at Nerthem Illinois
Mlamlat Toledo
Ohle at Western Michigan
Nevembers
O hie ot Bowling O reen
Kent Stoto ot Hawaii
Indiana Stoto Ot Boll Stoto
Control
Michigan
at
eastern
Michigan
Western Michigan at Miami
Northern Illinois at Toledo
November II
Southern Illinois at Bo wling Green
Kent State at Miami
Western M ichlgan at Ball Stoto
Control
Micklgan
at
Northern
llUnols
Bnstera Micklgan at Illinois state
Okie at Cincinnati
ManHall at Taledo
November!!
Bowling
Oraan
ot
TennesaeeCkattaaeega
Tolada at Kent State
BOH Stoto at Bastem M Ichlgan
Caatral
Micklgan
ot
Western
Mkklson
Dayton at Miami
Nartham Illinois at Ohio
November!!
Nartham

Illinois at Kent Stoto

There are at least four
hours a week of practice.
Then the game, plus
traveling, if the team is
away that weekend.
The cheerleaders also
decorate the locker room
before every game. They
also write pep letters to all
the coaches of other sports
weekly, wishing them good
luck and offering their
services.
Davis has some strong
feelings about his role as a
cheerleader.
"The first one is to be a
representative of the
University at the football
games, to promote spirit
and to participate In the
game," Davis said
PROMOTING spirit can
be difficult sometimes at
BG.
"Bowling Green crowds
are fair weather crowds,"
Davis said. "When the
team is up, or just about
ready to score a touchdown, they'll support
them. But when you get
down one touchdown, two
touchdowns, the fans start
losing interest and start to
leave.
"Basketball is the same
way. If you're ahead or

behind too much, the crowd
just seems to lose Interest."
But he has some
suggestions on how to
improve spirit
"I think that students
should go in large groups to
games. If large groups get
together, fraternities,
dorm floors, sororities,
etc, then their group will
have a tendency to cheer
more."
If that fails, we can, in
true BG spirit, turn to the
bottle.
Doughboy thinks alcohol
should be allowed in the
stadium.
"FT WAS pep* ntative
at the Cleveland Stadium
last year. Alcohol was
allowed to the stands and it
got the crowd going. I
don't think the rule should
be enforced so much The
cops should not be roaming
the stands," he said.
Doughboy is dedicated to
cheering, and is also sold
on the idea of male
cheerleaders.
"Eventually I would like
to see an even number of
cheerleaders, a guy for
every giri."

Davis shows his enthusiam

NAMES, NUMBERS
BOWLING GREEN
NO
1
1
4
5
t
7
I
I
10
11
11
II
14
II
14
17
II
11
II
11
11
II
14
II
17
II

NAME
Parker, Andre
Johnson, Marcus
Sckoonl, Roger
Kampe, Oreg
Orolh, Doug
Robertson. Jell
Murtaugh, Mark
Preston, Oave
Boislure, Marty
Byssen, Bill
Wright, Mike
Cheetwood, Cralg
Abemathy, Dirk
Millar, Mark
Booth, Mlko
Heisterman, Doug
Bakar, Brad
Pesaualone, Frank
Sugden.MIke
Reed. Mark
Cummins. Bab
Orolh. Jell
Wlonor, Doug
Raabe. Stovo
Matthews, Willie
Kuehl, Steve

POS.
SS
TB
FS
CB
QB
SB
K
TB
QB
OB
QB
CB
FS
QB
CB
CB
SI
QB
FS
CB
ss
WB
TB
TB
WB
WB

NO.
II
11
1114
1!
17
II
1*
41
41
44
4!
47
41
4*
II
St
II
14
SS

1
I
1
4
I
I
I
I
1!
II
II
11
14

Anderson, Tim
Roper. Tom
Huth.MIke
Curiey, Jock
Crlsllp. Joe
Keith, Bam
Pakan. Bill
Krieder, Jell
Themoson.Woody
LahrRick
Whalen.Mike
Brawn, Don
Angela."rank

WR
WR
»
SB
QB
°»
CB
**•
CB
"K
QB
PR
OB

11
It
17
II
II
II
11
11
11
14

Stallwe rth.MIke
Llggins, Marry
Hayett. Dairy I
Moor, John
■eataeot, iChn
Allen, Mitch
McQueen.Mike
Bort, Oarey
Bait. Art
Lukans, Marti

*s
CB
IS
CB
SB
SI
HB
CB
HO
ss

IS
14
11
11
1I
It
11
11
IS
14
11
41
41
41
41
44
4S
44
47
41
41

17

II
SI
41
l!

14

NAMB
Oause, Jm
Davidson, Greg
Dudley, Dave
Pillar, Matt
Cellesen, Mlko
Holovact, Stove
Yocum. Robin
Tobey, Mlko
Wroblewskl. Gary
Smith, Jail
Ortllith, Scott
Buckley. RanOy
Seibort, Steve
Hall. Jamie
Guyer, Joe
Mltalo. Jm
Carpenter, Cllll
Kana, Kip
Smltk. Doug
Sluder, Joe

POS
FB
CB
SB

se
LB

FB
K

LB
FB
LB
OB
LB

LB
LB

FB
MO
LB
LG
RG
C
C
C
MO
IT
O
LO

leaber, Tom

Stokes, Don
Brown, Dave
Bowman. Scott
Maman.Kort

wickman.Mark

KENT STATE

so
II
11 •

Jam leson. Dick
Marckooo, Paul
Mund, Mickey
Bull, Mlko
Foster, Luther
Wood, Jell
Edwards. Neville
Laager, Manny
Perree, Andy
Pltipotrick. Jordan
Bad i Ik, Dave
Laior, Jack
Martin, Daryi
Long. Don
Amate. Tarn
Mo a re, Sam
Cavar, Larry
Reavat. Ron
Crobtroo. Von
Marr, Stava
louldln, Dave
Cemette, Randy
Shaw, Jaa
Jsske. BOB

■

■»
PIC
SI
QB
TB
LB
HB
HB
F»
PB
LB
LI
Dl
TB
L|
Tl
LB
CB
CB
4»
HB
C
Dl
LB

NO.NAMB
44 Elliott, Stovo
47 Steele, Tommy
41 SvOboOa. Brion
4* Clark, Barry
7! Holmes. Ed
71 Bradley. Oave
71' Mohr. Ron
71 Williams, Jock
71 Obrock, John
77 Pro sak, Alex
71 Obrovoc, George
7! Obrovoc, Mlko
• 0 Saleet, Tom
II Harris, Bob
I! Kelley. Eddie
• 4 Frutk, Mark
IS Fisher, Bob
II Wakellald. Dennis
It Burton, Mark
II Wklddan. Bill
II Shelter. Mark
11 Noiak. Al
*1 Oatta, Dan
14 Stephanos, Bill
II Calto, Tim
*• Poihemus, Jail
Pakan, Kurt
Ceckran. Charles
Christie, Rick
Wels, Jay
Collins, Mltck
Blaiina. Brian
Wendling, Tom
Koioo. Jm
Snydar, Oana
Hall. Marvin
Yaibak. Dava
Wallace, Bob
Kremimien,
Barton, Bon
Totodo, Doon
Markin, Bill
Ryctok, Lorry
Plrmon. Tarry
Steuer, Dava
Horvotk, Brant
Oaadmond,
74 Jesko, Tom
Zawalskl,
Mlko
77
71 Cloy, Terry

SI
S4
SS
54
57
II
II
41
41
41
, 41
44
41
14
47
41
1!
71
71
7J
74

POS
OO
RO
MS
OG I
OT;
0T
i
OT:
OT;

;

OT

°T;

OT
OT

Dl
Tl
Dl
Tl
Dl
Ol
OT
OT
Dl
Dl
OT •
DT
e
Dl •
Dl
c '
LB
C

«...
• .

LB '
OT
•

■■

OT".
o..
LB
Q
01
a
OT K
OT

M

0Tvn*

DT
OT

n
rf

